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Q2 - What 3 words would you use to define sustainability?

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

environmental, ecology, managed

environment, people, conservation

Green, environmental health, earth

Self-suﬃcient, clean, maintain

Environmental protection green

Reusable, green, eco-conscious

change, good, time

planet, people, proﬁts

wise, necessary, beneﬁcial

Needed, necessary and easy

innovation, selﬂess, green

Mckenna, a necessity, fun

Forever, long-term, reusable

Clean, healthy, environmentally-friendly

Recycle, reuse, reduce

Necessary, diﬃcult, exciting

Conservation, inclusivity, earth centered

Ecology, ethics, collectivism

environmental/economic waste reduction

Reside, reuse, recycle

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

Protect, peaceful, life

Prudent, equitable, healthy

Repair, empathy, mindfulness

Eﬃcient, renewable, worthwhile

Equality, eﬃciency, environment

Eﬃciency, self-sustain, eco-friendly

environmental, ethical, clean

Recycle, consistency, priority

Reduce, Compost, Recycle

maintenance, growth, balance

Environment, Future, Green

Green, accessible, renewable

Reuse, recycle, repurpose

Low carbon footprint, less waste and reusable materials

future, essential, proactive

Repurposing/Reducing/Renewable

Necessary, life, conservation

Economic, social, environmental

reusable, plant-based, and eco-friendly

renewable, carbon-neutral, (housing) density

Reduce Reuse Recycle

balance resources environment

necessary, innovative, saving

Green saving recycling

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

green, compassionate, goal-oriented

Green, Recycle, Environment

Conscientiousness, reducing, recycling

Reduce reuse recycle

longevity, health, clean

Reduce, reuse, recycle

Recycle, mindfulness, balance

Natural, safe, stability

Reusable, long-term, eco-conscious

responsible resource use

Measurable, economical, social

Recycling, Reusable, Decomposable

conservation, nature, life

balance, reduce, prolong

local, humane, stable

Green, helpful, important

longevity recyclable reuse

natural, eﬃciency, and conservation

Reuse, reduce, eﬃciency

Maintain ecological balance

Practical, aﬀordable, possible

green, renewable, doable

Mindful resource management!

Biodegradable, biodynamic, renewable

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

Renewable, eco-friendly, resourceful

recycle, help, climate

economic, social and environment

reducing environmental impact

responsibility, consciousness, ethics

Proﬁcient, unwasteful, good

Earth care, saving, resisting damage

Preserve for future.

Environment, social justice and economic vitality.

Reduce, reuse, recycle

Clean, Important, preserving

Eco-consciousness, coexisting, responsibility

Stable, strong, and unique

Responsibility, impactful, conservation

green, clean, viable

Ability to sustain self

Eco friendly, responsible, smart

energy, resourceful, reduce

green, liveable, renewable

ecofriendly, reuse, reduce

never ending, natural, life

Awareness, passion, choice

Level, maintenance, stay at the same rate

Important, expensive, sun

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

reduce, reuse, recycle

Economic, innovative, ecological

conservative, future, long-term

reduce reuse recycle

reduce, reuse, recycle

Conservation, reduce, mindfulness

eco-friendly, wasteless, renewable

reduce, reuse, and recycle

growth, global, environment

eﬃcient, ecological, and mindful

longevity reasonable maintainable

important, necessary, constant

Recycle, Eco-friendly, environment

Frugalness, recyling, and resourcefulness

Responsibility, reuse, recycle

stability, recursive, conservative

eﬃcient, withstanding, supportive

minimal, green, change

Re-usability, Ecology, Environmentalism

eﬃciency, resourcefulness, mindfulness

Necessary, improvement, and future.

Sustainable, eﬀective, aware

Freeing, accessible, powerful

Green, renewable, reusable

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

Conserve, Protect, Viable

green, environmentally conscious, ecological balance

Maintain, constant, existence

Consideration of environment

Required, possible, urgent

planet, proﬁt, people

longevity, balance, and eco-friendly

Recyclable, Lasting, Biodegradable

Reusable, ecological balance

Minimal, reusable, beneﬁcial

Economic, social and environmental

ecologically sound practice

Economic, social and environmental

healthy, good, important

enviornment, levels and natural resources

Durable reusable eco friendly

Environmentally conscious, future-oriented, goals

To preserve the future

social, political, economical

Mindful of future

Future, intentionality, justice

Durable, Green, Recycle

environment, energy and recycle

ecological, long-term, life-changing

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

self suﬃcient beneﬁts

Imperative; eco-friendly; green

California

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle

solar,recycle,environment

Development, growth, green

Recycle, reduce, reuse

Planet, People, Proﬁt

All-natural, green, liveable

natural resources, long-term, environment quality

eco-friendly, environment, great

clean, green, reusable

balance, green, coexist

reusable, renewable & ecofriendly

Reusable, waste reduction, eco-friendly

environment, community, future

reduce, reuse, recycle

environmentally sound beneﬁcial

Reusable, conservation, recycling

Reuse, recycle, green

Green, innovation, recycle

keeping earth alive

renewable, eﬃcient, attainable

Reuse, reduce, recycle. Eco-friendly. More long lasting

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

Awareness, environment, community

Management of resources

Resourceful, conserve, responsibility

Reduce, green, and livable

long term health

environmentally friendly, conscious, awareness

Resourceful, complex, diversifying

Reduce recycle limit

recycle, reuse, future

cautious, considerate, preventative

Zero-waste, clean, future

Reduce, reuse, recycle

A group eﬀort

Safe, Healthy, and Scalable

Reuse, recycle, reduce

reuseable, renewable, positive

balance, maintenance, conservation

Reusing, conscious, conserve

Non-disposable, environmental, reuse

Refuse reuse recycle

innovative, environmentally-friendly, powerful

viable, feasable, continuous

Responsibility, Consistency, Humility

Reuse reduce recycle

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

equity, environment, economics

reusable, ethical, compost/recycle, low waste

long-term, impactful, and growth

Existence, Eﬀort, Life

environment, balance, longevity

Environmentally friendly and awareness

safe, healthy, clean

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle.

Reduce, reuse, recycle

maintainable responsible interaction

Green, eco-friendly, useful

Environment, reduce, climate

cleanliness,consistency,hygiene

Reduce reuse recycle

longevity, renewable energy

Necessary, progressive, and easy

Clean, green, helpful

Green Clean Future

reuse, reduce, recycle

Energy, water, recycle

eat less meat!

Clean, environmentally-friendly, green

limit, reusable, green

careful, helpful, smart

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

necessary, beneﬁcial, future

Eﬃcient, clean, future

reuse, recycle, reduce

Environment, future, recycle

Green, earth, improving

CA reusable, ethical, beneﬁcial

proﬁts, plant, and people

Life, Nature, Change.

recycling, repurposing, reducing consumption

Mindful, progressive, environmental

Reduce, reuse, recycle

renewable, coexist, conscious

Renewal, eco-eﬀective, strategic

Necessary, green, cost saving

Healthy, environment, self-suﬃcient

Awareness, understanding, compassion

sustain, support and

Necessary, rewarding, happy

Reduce, reuse, recycle

environment green climate

Ecofriendly, Conserving, Continual

Green recycle preserve

Reduce, avoid surplus

Good World Innovation

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

Reduce, reuse, recycle?

economic, social, enviroment

Environment, economics, equity

Preserving the earths natural resources through any possible energy and waste saving decisions

Love planet earth

Symbiosis Recycle Transcendence

eco-friendly, reduce waste

Zero waste, reusable, & simple

Resourceful, Reusable, Reduce

Eﬃcient,intelligent, doable

Respect our Earth

necessary, practical, challenging

Longevity, eco-friendly, unavoidable

Responsibility, Caring, Recycled

Reusable, friendly, supportable

Clean, green, reuse

green, eﬃcient, power

Viable, continuous, unceasing

a healthy future

can't be stopped

Balance, future, conservation

reduce, reuse, recycle

Growth, continuous, green

Reusable, recycle, thrifting

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

Economic Social Responsibility

interesting, important, thought provoking

Environmental awareness & minimalism

eco-friendly, green, future

Innovative, clean, smart

Continuous, support, green

environmentally-friendly, healthy, california-grown

Consciously utilizing resources

Renewable, clean energy

Balanced, green, recycle

continual, green, imperishable

The ability to maintain the wellbeing of an object, idea or entity.

knowledge, recycling, compost

balance, coexist, embrace

Green, natural resources

longevity, resourcefulness, innovative

Worldwide renewable energy

Ecological important necessary

recycle continual long-term

economy, environment, society

Practical resource management

Maintain certain level

not depleting resources

long-term, renewable, green

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

Maintain certain level

Maintain certain rate

Longevity, eﬃciency, advocacy

Law

green, natural, environmental

environment, world, green

ethical, equitable, and simple

longevity, lower impact

reusable, reduce, and kind

Green recycle lasting

Conservative, Eco-friendly, eﬃcient.

environment, conservation, recycle

Persevering earth environment

clean, green, futuristic

smart, conscious, important

Necessary, eﬃcient, and (somewhat) lifestyle.

good,green,eﬀort

Conservative, responsible, awareness

Helpful, resourceful, cleanliness

important, worldwide, civilization

Preserve, frugal, protect

viable, green, worthwhile

Conscious of earth

Reduce, reuse, recycle

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

green, reusable,clean

Environment eco green

Environmental, Ethical, Supply Chain

Clean, progressive, longevity

Keep exist in a healthy way

reuse, reduce, recycle

resourceful, saving, minimal

Long lasting regardless

Green, Earth-chan, Simplicity

Green, Responsible, Clean

reusable, recyclable, compostable

innovation, investment, operation

eﬀectiveness, constant, durability

Thoughtfulness, Respect, Improvisation

Reuse. Be mindful

recycling, reusing, compost

Recycle, reuse and mindful

green, environmentally friendly, future

Maximizing life expectancy

environment, saving, helping

Recycling, mindfulness, non-excessive

Important, necessary, and awesome

Safe, clean, healthy

Comfort, balance, consistency

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

circular, diﬃcult, green

reusable, clean, healthy

water, stress-relief, relax

Responsibility to Earth

Minimal, environment, conservation

ethical, green, healthy

Reduce, reuse, recycle

Maintenance, diligence, strength

Care, policy, and advocacy

intentional choices for balance

Local, reasonable, green

environmental, safe, renewable

repurposing, natural, environmental

Renewable. Stable. Science

environmentally conscious, eco

Environmental recycling global

Reusable, replanting, good labor sources

reuse, reduce, recycle

Recycle, Enviroment, Green

Reduce. Reuse. Recycle.

responsible, considerate, aware

Economic, Environment, Equity

up-cycle, conserve, improve

Recycling, consciousness, aware

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

Environment, nature, ecologgy

suﬃcient, long-lasting, necessary

aﬀordable, environmentally conscious, Indigenous

Clean, environment, Life

Environmental reusable long lasting

Self producing,. Renewable, survivable

Keeping Earth healthy

Long-lasting, quality, unhindering

ETHICAL, TRANSPARENT, RESPONSIBLE

Necessary, interesting, happy

Ensuring that resources are available for as long as possible while being renewed eﬀectively and with low impact to the economy.

Awareness, compassion, and responsibility

resourcefulness, renewability, conservation

Green, resourceful, preserve

Continuous, renewable, green

helpful, easy, and fun

maintaining, structure, concrete

Maintain, balance, and non-compromising

Maintained healthy environment

eﬃciency, recycling, clean energy

renewable, clean, balance

Clean recycle water

Earth friendly

green, renewable, beneﬁcial

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

environmentally conscious, reusable, replenishable resources

clean, earth, future

Friendly, long-term, and non-depleting

reduce, reuse, recycle

Responsible, conscientious, resourceful

economic, social and environment

Conserving, eco-friendly, maintainable

environment, long-term, healthy

Continuous, consistency, maintaining

clean, natural, and reusable

Lifestyle, Necessary, Complicated

Aware, careful, healthy

Environmental, mindful, recycle

LEED Certiﬁed, renewable, planet

reusing, reforestation, biodegradable

California

Stability, preservation, responsibility

Using natural sources without depletion

environment, care, future

environmental, thoughtful, future-focused

clean, eﬃcient, green

Prolongation, environmental, awareness

Recycling, Reusing, non-plastic

reduce, reuse, recycle

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

Environmental, clean, renewable

Enduring, creative, and essential

good, renewable, clean

innovative, business, less waste

maintenance, green, and continual

Eﬀective, Innovative, Realistic

Environment, reduce,

political science, low-waste, consciousness

Longevity, future, preserve

recyle, green and enviornment

Clean, eﬃcient, sustainable

Clean, renewable, recyclable

green, reuse, recycle

Aﬀordable, accessible, manageable

Reduce, reuse, recycle

continuous, viable, green

Longevity, durable, functional

Eﬃcient, Environmentally-friendly, and Renewable

Safety, peace, hope

green, reuse, recycle

Green, reusable

green, viable, feasable

Future, health, answer

Green, reusable, eﬃcient

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

more than recycling

Green, ecofriendly, caution

Independent, Reusable, Resourceful

clean, environmentally friendly

Care, Innovate, Eﬀort

Consequence, accessibility, holistic

Work, continuity, environment

Earth, clean, us

Green, eco-friendly, clean

green; earth; preserve

Save, help, good

Self-supporting, reusable and unceasing

SDSU

Maintain, conserve, viable

organic, biodiversity, green development

Saving

Green, eco-friendly, alternatives

Secure, constant, lasting

Recycle, positive-impact, advanced

save the earth

Reduce, reuse, recycle

balance, natural, coexist

recyclable, impact, health

Eﬃcient, clean, revolutionary

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

earth, environment, conservation

Thoughtful , simple, noble

Maintain, Healthiness, Balance

Environment awareness future

Reduce, reuse, recycle

renewability, environmental, continuity

Green, continuous, supportable

conscientious, eﬀort, caring

saving planet earth

Awareness, protection, prevention

necessary, vital, supporting

crucial but elitist (as it is now)

maintain natural resources

smart, future, green

people, planet, purpose

eﬃcient, forward-thinking, cost eﬀective

balance, maintenance, equity

reuse reduce recycle

reuse, reduce, conscientious

Reusable, compostable, renewable

renewable, continuous, green

Healthy, inclusive, innovative

Green, recycling, caring

reduce, reuse, recycle

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

renewable, continuous, green

awareness, environment, protection

new markets, classism, environment

Economics, equality, environment

Environmentally-friendly, conscious, community

Renewable energy, research, recycling

Renew, future, integrity

Ecology, energy, green

Lasting, consistent, manageable

Reducing, thoughtfulness, care

Green, clean, environmentally-friendly

Clean, eco-friendly, green

Consistency, quality, and quantity

Balanced, green, development

Green, recycle, improvement

Eco friendly, solar, recycle

attention, necessary, positive

Quality, Recycling, Durability

Clean, safe, long-term

Economical, social and environmental

Preservation, progressive, green

aware, selﬂess, good-hearted

sustainable, green, reuse

green, reusable, renewable

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

Environmentally-conscious, safe, expensive

maintainable, balance, environmental

recycle, reuse, reduce

Reuse reduce recycle

environment, climate, water

Ecological, smart, necessary

environment, recycling, zero-waste

Reusable, eco-friendly, healthy

Reuse, green, responsibility

Nature, environment, longevity

Sparing, frugal, reuse

Clean, environmental, eﬃcient

Maintain, environment, economic

responsible, observant, and adaptive

Moral, Ecological, Necessary

Clean, recycle, long-lasting

healthy, supportive, long-term

Reform, cultural, fun

Reduce, reuse, improve

future, eﬀort, care

Eﬃcient, environment, safe

Recyclable, clean, renewable.

imperishable, renewable, eﬃcient/eﬃciency

Reuse, Repurpose, Redeﬁne

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

green, renewable, continuous

social, economic, environment

Environmentally-conscious, preservation, respect

Reuse, Reduce, and Recycle

Economic, social, environment

reusable, solar, eﬃcient

Clean, Eco-friendly, Future

Renewable, non-harmful, eﬃcient

Recycling, reduce, reuse

Renewable, clean, intelligent

reduce reuse recycle

Clean, safe, productive

Reusability, conservation, consistency

Economic, convenient, smart

Respect, awareness, intention

preservation, awareness, and restoration

Eﬃcient, eﬀective, manageable

Conserve, Maintain, Resourceful

Upcycle, Recyle, Reuse

Green, recovery, need

Reuse, Reduce, Recycle

Reduce reuse recycle

clean, healthy, natural

Great for earth

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

Innovation, Mindfulness, Activism

recycle, reuse, reduce

Eﬃciency, green, eco friendly

Longevity, eﬃciency, utility

Environment, friendly, forward-thinking

Reuse, second-hand, recycle

eco-friendly, conservation, beneﬁcial

Conservative, protection, awareness

Conserving the Earth

encouraging eco-conscious living

Commonsense, necessary and restorative

recycle, perserve, save

development, maintenance, and balance.

Longevity, co-existence, healthy

Longevity, responsibility, ecologically-aware

Long-term, clean, environment

to be maintainable

reduce, reuse, recycle

Environment, reduce, replenish

Being environmentally friendly

Self-sustaining, equitable, conscious

recycle. earth, protect

Growth, stability, and enrichment.

recycle, reduce, reuse

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

Rate,level,balance

resourceful, viable, continual

Innovative, Smarter, Safer

Renewable, green, Earth

Future, responsible, caring

improvement, co-existance, longevity

Aﬀordable, green, lasting

Environmental awareness/responsibility

Reduce reuse recycle

Reduce, reuse, recycle

reduce, reuse, recycle

A way of living that prevents damage to the Earth.

Recycle, Eﬃciently, Renewable

Maintain, social, and environment.

Good, smart, challenging

reduce, reuse, recycle

Reuse reduce recycle

managed, kept, healthy

Reuse, Green, and resource management

reduce, reuse, recycle

Convenient Continual Reuse

Eco-friendly, green, better

Green, recycling, conservation

livable, green, civilization

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

Eco-friendly, easily renewable, compostable

Maintainable, healthy, reusable

economy, stability, health

SOCIETY, WELL-BEING, ECONOMY

Future, Eco-Friendly, Change

recycle reduce reuse

Recycle, Natural, and Eﬃciency

Smart, New, Green

Important, future, learning

reduce, reuse, recycle

Earth, continual, livable

Green, renewable, continuous

Clean, reusable, zero-waste

recycling, continuous, imperishable

long-term, eco friendly,

responsibility, environment, initiative

Recycle, eco-friendly, alternatives

necessary, beneﬁcial and easy

Reusable, Survive, Continuous

Good, needed,, helpful

Clean, renewable, recycled

reuse reduce recycle

supportable, viable, living

Reduce, reuse, recycle

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

Recycling, composting, reusing

Healthy, adaptable, synergetic

Natural, environmental, and economical.

Forward-thinking, necessary, systematic

self-suﬃciency, eco-conscious, adaptation

Reduce, reuse, recycle.

green, clean,

Reuse, reduce, recycle

Creative, homemade, save

Resiliency, Growth, Eﬃciency

Continuos

responsible, eﬃcient, environmentally-friendly

healthy, green, safe

Environmental, recycle, reduce

green, renewable, recycle

Biosphere, civilization, waste

Diverse, growth, beneﬁt

Reduce/recycle waste

Environmentally friendly tech

green, low-cost, surviving

Greener, cleaner, vital

Environmental, social, economic

saving our future

necessary, plant-based, powerful

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

green, recycle, reuse

reusing, recycling, environmental

Conscientious, important, resources

reusable, economical, eﬃcient

Resilience, opportunity, teamwork.

Balance maintenance foresight

Responsible, Resourceful, mindful

Conservation, care, responsibility

natural, environment-friendly, innovative

Green, longevity, healthy

Environmentally friendly, conscious, preservation

renewable, recycling, balance

n/a

Recycling, green, and saving.

Self-suﬁcient, easy, planet-saver

reuse, reduce, recycle

Reduce reuse recycle

reuse reduce recycle

Reduce, reuse, recycle

Planet, leveled, beautiful

reduce, reuse, recycle

Renewable, clean, good

environmentally-friendly, green, smart

waste elimination, green eﬀorts, earth-friendly

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

reduce, reusable, long-lasting

Reliable, eﬃcient, reusable

Reduce, reuse, recycle

The ability to maintain current life without compromising future generations

eﬃciency, green, health

Preserving tomorrow today

Green, reusable, non-wasteful

Green. Recycle. Minimum impact.

Life, green, recycle

Reduce reuse recycle

environment, recycling, natural

Essential, Self-sustaining, Community-based

Suﬃcient, stable, awardable

ethical, respect, awareness

Viable, imperishable, continuous

Environmentally conscious behavior

Balance, autonomy, green

Reuse, recycle, repetition

Environment, Eﬃciency, Equity,

green, recycle, clean

Reduce, health, nature

Eco-friendly, reusable, renewable

economic social environment

Green, environmental, long lasting

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

Clean, maintain, nature

Renewable, green, environment

Clean, Eﬃcient, Responsible

Reduce reuse recycle

Renewable, eﬃcient, longevity

Green, natural, recycle

California, reuse, waste

Reduce reuse recycle

Smart, innovative, green

Recycle, preservation, conscious spending

Having enough resources to provide the need of a person or a community.

reusable, green, harmless

long term stability

Environmental, diﬃcult, helpful

Intelligently saving energy

environment, livable, continuous

preservation, respect, necessary

Future, innovation, smart

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle

Innovative, Eﬃcient, Improvement

eco-friendly, proactive, clean

Clean, reuse, planet

Sustainable

Keep Earth thriving

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

saving our environment

healthy, Safe, eﬃcient

conscious, eﬃcient, and viable

minimalistic, beneﬁcial, innovative

Green, living, continuous

restorative, long-term, fair

Earth,water,environment

conserve, reduce, and

planet, environment, protecting

Recycle, reuse, no waste

green, environment, ideal

Reduce, reuse, recycle

responsibility, right, conservation

Economy, environment, social

Reusable, recycle, limit

consistent, viable, practical

Future, Life, Think

eco-friendly, recycling, reusing

Recycling, reusing, reducing

manage your resources

Useful, smart, neccessary

continuous, livablle, biodegradable

Healthy, friendly, nature

environment, green, healthy

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

Clean, maintained, up-to-date

Reduce,Reuse, recycle

Reduce, reuse, recycle

reusable, clean, continuous

constant, reliable, keep

Reusable, lasting, environmental

environment, protection, awareness

Reduce, reuse, recycle

Eco-friendly green earth

Green, recycle, eﬃciency

undeniably environmentally friendly

Eco-friendly, reusable, recycling

Environment, compost and recycling

Green friendly future

helping the planet

Preserving for future

Reuse, replenish, eﬃcient

Reuse, recycle, green building

Green, Eﬃcient, aﬀordable

Eco friendly, less waste, recycle

Rationing, self-suﬃcient, long-term

Ethical, renewable, and reusable

prolonged, health, environment

Healthy and stable environment

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

conserve, maintain, resources

responsible, saving, reusing

Ecofriendly, green, compostable

Healthy, Reusable, Healthy

Aﬀordable, beneﬁcial, proactive

Reduce reuse recycle

Social, Economic and Environmental

Green, viable, renewable

Responsibly using resources

Reduce reuse repurpose

feasible, realistic, impactful

Reuse, recycle, reduce

important, future, green

Environment, Awareness, Collective

resourceful, recyclable, responsible

environment, global, economy

Ability to sustain

Environment friendly, recycle, reuse

people, planet, enviornment

Recycle, plastic, composite

Green waste solar

Green

reduce reuse recycle

Eco-friendly, safe, eﬃcient

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

Necessary, green, earth-friendly

Going natural, optimising energy usage, recycling

global, environment, Earth

feasible, accessible, realistic

Green, recycle, save

Biodegradable, low-emission, non-toxic

Maintain stable rate

Forward-thinking, Protection, Action

Reuse , reduce , recycle.

reusing, reducing, and recycling

Consciousness, awareness, education

Safe. Growth. Maintainable. Independent

rational, viable, sensible

Reduce reuse recycle

Economic, social, and environment

Cost eﬃcient, Environment friendly, time eﬃcient

Clean, reusable, eco-friendly

Environmentally friendly, repeatable, maintainable

conservation, preservation and future.

clean, proactive, essential

Good, recycling, long-lasting

Activism, Reduce, reuse

Necessary, urgent, thoughtful

Reuse, recycle, and awareness

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

Ethical, aware, intentional

Green, important, garden

Attainable, necessary, encompassing

Necessary, Possible, Eﬀort

eco friendly, supportable, renewable

Reducing, recycling, reuse

Reuse, reduce, long-term item

lasting, continuous, renewable

Reduce reuse recycle

Long term, environmental health, unity

Clean, beautiful and Earth friendly

Growth, maintained, and development

Reuse, eco-friendly, green

Reduce, reuse, recycle

Environmentally friendly, safe, harm free

Ecological balance and awareness.

Safe, continuous existence

Livable, viable, green

Responsible, Forward-thinking, Ethical

inaccessible, important, eco-friendly

Reusing, reworking and recycling

Eco, environment, and reusable

Proactive, compassionate, solution

Needed, ethical, smart

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

global environmental growth

Renewable, conservationist, future

Eﬃciency, reusable, green

Recycle, long-term, preserve

reduce, reuse, recycle

Recycling, environmental responsibility.

Protect the environment

Avoiding unnecessary waste

Mindful, preservation, minimal

Reduce, reuse, recycle

Ecological, long-lasting, friendly

Necessary, hope, eﬀort

Saving, reusing and growth

green, clean, eco-friendly

Responsibility, environment, preservation

Clean, Healthy and Fresh.

Clean, Re-usable, Healthy

To be able to maintain anything and avoid the disappearance of it.

Saving the earth

zero waste, recycling, one health

important, widespread, governance

environmental, green, saving

viable, continual, unending

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

Maintain, constant, continuous

Preserve and maintain

Reduce reuse recycle

maintaining, consistent, sustained

reduce, reuse, recycle

A life style

Optimal resource management

Reuse, reduce, recycle

renewable, low impact, resourceful

long term eﬀects

Future, environment, outreach

future, kindness, wastless

Community environment resources

future, conservation, environment

caring for earth

Re-usable, Recyclable, Renewable

Repurpose, long-lasting, recycle

eco-friendly, future-oriented, low environmental impact

Ethical, reusable, green

Green, continuous, and livable

reducing, eﬃcient, eco-friendly

Recycle reuse and keep green

Less is more

Green, future, earth

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

Eco-friendly, green, alternative

EV, clean, green

Eco, saving, taking care of

eco-friendly, recycle, resourceful

Smart helpful correct

Community, Environment, Improvement.

Recycling, cleaning, healthy

Reusable, future, green

Reduce, reuse, recycle

Balanced, maintained, well allocated

Take action now

reduce, reuse, recycle

Crucial, Mindset, Change

eco friendly, environmentally conscious, long lasting

Helping the planet

Reduce, reused, recycle

Eco-friendly, reusable, preservation

reducing your footprint

Eﬃciency, environment, future

Eﬃciently using resources

fun, selﬂess, kind

tomorrow possible forever

Reduce, reuse, recycle

Recycled, clean, reusable

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

Supportable, defendable, maintainable

Eﬃciency, innovation, conservation

Stable, Continous, Reuseable

Bearable , livable , supportable

Recycle, Future, environment

Maintain, control, and contain

Reusable, long-term, and imperishable

maintain, balance, resources

environment, economy, everyone

conscious, innovative, intentional

equitable, eﬃcient, awareness

Renewable, eco-friendly, and thoughtful

Health, conservation, and saving

Recycle,Reuse, saving

Vital, green, and eco-friendly

Livability, responsibility, green

Recycle, maintain, environment

ecological preemptive deadweight

Maintain, healthy, consistent

maintain a level

Conscientious, Green & the Future

Renewable, feasible, and green

long-term, reusable, limited impact

Innovative, evolving, important

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

Green, eco-conscious, environmentalism

Critical, factual, communal

Stable, sturdy, eﬃcient

Eﬃcient amazing and healthy

Reduce reuse recycle

Reduce, reuse, recycle

Green, useful, easy

Reuse, reduce, recycle

Recycle, Reuse, Protect

Green, livable, continuous.

Green, Recyclable, Eﬃcient

environmental justice, balance, regenerative

balance, environment, future

Preservation waste-free longevity

health, security, prosperity

Economy, equity, and environment

Energy, clean, eﬃcient

Reuse clean health

Recycling, reusing, prevention

Recycle reduce reuse

Environmentally friendly, independent, technologically advanced

Reuse, Green, Earth

Green, reuse, reduce

Maintain balance environment

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

save the earth

Environmentally conscious action

simple, essential, and impactful

Forever, eco-friendly, long-term

Clean,safe, and renewable

resourceful, conscious, healthy

Recycle, reuse, responsibility

Conservation, recycle, conscious

Challenging, worth-it, happy

environment, maintain, global

anticipate, think deeper, wider.

Preserving, conserving, and reusing

Long term thinking

Balance, natural, healthy

Preserving, protecting, and nurturing

Green, continuous, and livable

recycling, reusable, self-sustaining

Earth conscious minimalism

Renewable, eco-friendly, sensible

Recycle, Green, No trash

Supportable, continual, renewable

Reduce reuse recycle

Future, green, environment

responsible, reuse, replenishability

What 3 words would you use to deﬁne sustainability?

Order, green, reusable

environment, positive, long-term

Recycle, community, future generations

renewable, consistency, and good

green-recycle-electric

Clean, improve, and green.

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle

environment, existence, resources

Convenient, resilient, long-term

green, lasting, responsible

Suﬃcient Clean Reliable

recycling, energy conservation, solar energy

Reusable, environmentally-aware

Reduce, reuse, recycle

reuse reduce recycle

Integration, Vision, Viability

continuous, imperishable, green

Responsibility, conservation, empathy

solar, green, earth

energy eﬃcient, ecological, environment

responsible
resourceful economic
conscious conserve
important
growth
natural
saving

environmental
planet
reduce
efficient
earth
good
resources
social
clean
green
ethical
maintain
balance ecoreuse friendly
viable
recyclelong
aware

longevity future
health termlife

smart

energy

environment
waste innovate
continuous

preservesafe

lasting

renewable
conservation

mindful healthy

responsibility efficiency
ecological

Q3 - What sustainability-related initiatives are you familiar with on-campus? (select all
that apply)
#

Field

Choice Count

1

Green buildings

8.16% 618

2

Green Restaurant Association certiﬁcation

4.62% 350

3

Electric vehicle charging in parking lots

12.38% 937

4

Waste signage at bins

15.08% 1142

5

Solar panels for energy use

10.55% 799

6

Water-saving landscape

8.36% 633

7

Campus sustainability tours

2.75% 208

8

Greenfest

9.33% 706

9

Campus gardens

13.51% 1023

10

Edible SDSU

4.72% 357

11

Earth Week

6.39% 484

12

Recyclemania

4.15% 314
7571

Showing rows 1 - 13 of 13

#

Field

Choice Count

4

Waste signage at bins

15.08% 1142

9

Campus gardens

13.51% 1023

3

Electric vehicle charging in parking lots

12.38% 937

5

Solar panels for energy use

10.55% 799

8

Greenfest

9.33% 706

6

Water-saving landscape

8.36% 633

1

Green buildings

8.16% 618

11

Earth Week

6.39% 484

10

Edible SDSU

4.72% 357

Green Restaurant Association certiﬁcation

4.62% 350

2

#
12
7

Field

Choice Count

Recyclemania

4.15% 314

Campus sustainability tours

2.75% 208
7571
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12.38% 937

4

Waste signage at bins

15.08% 1142

5

Solar panels for energy use

10.55% 799

6

Water-saving landscape

8.36% 633

7

Campus sustainability tours

2.75% 208

8

Greenfest

9.33% 706
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Edible SDSU

4.72% 357
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6.39% 484

12

Recyclemania

4.15% 314
7571

Showing rows 1 - 13 of 13

Q4 - Waste in landfills leads to... (select all that apply)

Contamination of
soils in the
surrounding area

An increase of
greenhouse gas
emissions such as
methane

Air pollution

Health issues

0

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

1400

#

Field

Choice Count

1

Contamination of soils in the surrounding area

26.69% 1324

2

An increase of greenhouse gas emissions such as methane

24.43% 1212

3

Air pollution

24.03% 1192

4

Health issues

24.85% 1233
4961

Showing rows 1 - 5 of 5

Q5 - I know what can be recycled on-campus.

Yes

No

0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

1000

#

Field

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std Deviation

Variance

Count

1

I know what can be recycled on-campus.

1.00

2.00

1.34

0.47

0.22

1,376

#

Field

Choice Count

1

Yes

66.50% 915

2

No

33.50% 461
1376

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

Q6 - Which of these can be recycled on-campus? (select all that apply)

Styrofoam packaging

Plastic clamshells

Milk cartons

Plastic water
bottles

Paper

Plastic utensils

Chip bags

0

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

1400

#

Field

Choice Count

1

Styrofoam packaging

6.59% 394

2

Plastic clamshells

9.64% 576

3

Milk cartons

17.02% 1017

4

Plastic water bottles

22.27% 1331

5

Paper

21.93% 1311

6

Plastic utensils

15.86% 948

7

Chip bags

6.69% 400
5977

Showing rows 1 - 8 of 8

17%

Milk cartons

Styrofoam packaging

Plastic clamshells

22%

Plastic water bottles

Milk cartons

22%

Plastic water bottles

Paper

Paper

16%

Plastic utensils

Plastic utensils

Chip bags

Q7 - All California State University (CSU) campuses have banned single-use plastic
straws and bags.

True

False

0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

#

Field

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std
Deviation

Variance

Count

1

All California State University (CSU) campuses have banned singleuse plastic straws and bags.

1.00

2.00

1.54

0.50

0.25

1,376

#

Field

Choice Count

1

True

45.71% 629

2

False

54.29% 747
1376

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

Q8 - Is knowing where campus materials (food, cleaning, paper products, etc.) are
sourced from important to you?

Yes

No

0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

1000

1100

1200

#

Field

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std
Deviation

Variance

Count

1

Is knowing where campus materials (food, cleaning, paper products,
etc.) are sourced from important to you?

1.00

2.00

1.18

0.38

0.15

1,376

#

Field

Choice Count

1

Yes

82.05% 1129

2

No

17.95% 247
1376

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

Q9 - I know how to ride the MTS transit system.

Yes

No

0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

1000

1100

1200

#

Field

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std Deviation

Variance

Count

1

I know how to ride the MTS transit system.

1.00

2.00

1.20

0.40

0.16

1,376

#

Field

Choice Count

1

Yes

79.65% 1096

2

No

20.35% 280
1376

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

Q10 - San Diego's Metropolitan Transit System (MTS) student passes are discounted.

True

False

0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

1000

1100

1200

1300

#

Field

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std
Deviation

Variance

Count

1

San Diego's Metropolitan Transit System (MTS) student passes are
discounted.

1.00

2.00

1.14

0.34

0.12

1,376

#

Field

Choice Count

1

True

86.19% 1186

2

False

13.81% 190
1376

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

Q11 - I would consider supporting a universal transit pass that would provide unlimited
public transit access and additional bus routes through an increase in student fees.

Yes

No

0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

#

Field

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std
Deviation

Variance

Count

1

I would consider supporting a universal transit pass that would provide
unlimited public transit access and additional bus routes through an
increase in student fees.

1.00

2.00

1.40

0.49

0.24

1,376

#

Field

Choice Count

1

Yes

60.17% 828

2

No

39.83% 548
1376

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

Q12 - Which of the following is a renewable energy source? (select all that apply)

Oil

Geothermal

Coal

Wind

Solar

Nuclear

Hydropower

Biofuels

0

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

1400

#

Field

Choice Count

1

Oil

1.42% 79

2

Geothermal

3

Coal

1.40% 78

4

Wind

23.45% 1305

5

Solar

24.29% 1352

6

Nuclear

7

Hydropower

21.02% 1170

8

Biofuels

11.71% 652

11.61% 646

5.10% 284

5566

Showing rows 1 - 9 of 9

Q13 - What kind of energy sources should SDSU invest in, in order to reduce our
campus greenhouse gas emissions? (select all that apply)

Solar

Biofuels

Natural Gas

Oil

Wind

Coal

0

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

1400

#

Field

Choice Count

1

Solar

41.00% 1339

2

Biofuels

15.00% 490

3

Natural Gas

9.71% 317

4

Oil

1.29% 42

5

Wind

32.00% 1045

6

Coal

1.01% 33
3266

Showing rows 1 - 7 of 7

Q14 - Which Native American tribal land does SDSU sit on?

Iroquois

Cherokee

Chumash

Kumeyaay

Lakota

0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

1000

1100

1200

#

Field

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std Deviation

Variance

Count

1

Which Native American tribal land does SDSU sit on?

1.00

5.00

3.70

0.77

0.59

1,376

#

Field

Choice Count

1

Iroquois

2.62% 36

2

Cherokee

9.08% 125

3

Chumash

5.60% 77

4

Kumeyaay

80.67% 1110

5

Lakota

2.03% 28
1376

Showing rows 1 - 6 of 6

Q15 - Low-income communities are typically the first to feel the effects of environmental
pollution.

True

False

0

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

1400

#

Field

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std
Deviation

Variance

Count

1

Low-income communities are typically the ﬁrst to feel the eﬀects of
environmental pollution.

1.00

2.00

1.05

0.22

0.05

1,376

#

Field

Choice Count

1

True

94.84% 1305

2

False

5.16% 71
1376

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

Q16 - What are the causes of Climate Change? (select all that apply)

Driving single
occupancy vehicles

Energy eﬃciency

Intensive animal
agriculture

Waste from landﬁlls

Use of fossil fuels

Deforestation

0

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

1400

#

Field

Choice Count

1

Driving single occupancy vehicles

17.78% 1138

2

Energy eﬃciency

3

Intensive animal agriculture

17.42% 1115

4

Waste from landﬁlls

19.53% 1250

5

Use of fossil fuels

20.43% 1308

6

Deforestation

20.45% 1309

4.40% 282

6402

Showing rows 1 - 7 of 7

Q17 - What are the immediate local effects of Climate Change that pose a threat to San
Diego? Please select all that apply.

An increase in
wildﬁres

Rising sea levels

Erosion of soils

Earthquakes

0

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

#

Field

Choice Count

1

An increase in wildﬁres

30.25% 1264

2

Rising sea levels

27.96% 1168

3

Erosion of soils

25.75% 1076

4

Earthquakes

16.04% 670
4178

Showing rows 1 - 5 of 5

Q18 - Are you familiar with SDSU's 2017 Climate Action Plan?

Yes

No

0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

1000

1100

1200

1300

#

Field

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std Deviation

Variance

Count

1

Are you familiar with SDSU's 2017 Climate Action Plan?

1.00

2.00

1.87

0.33

0.11

1,376

#

Field

Choice Count

1

Yes

12.57% 173

2

No

87.43% 1203
1376
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Q19 - What is SDSU's current carbon neutrality goal?

2040

2045

2070

2030

2050

0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

550

600

#

Field

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std Deviation

Variance

Count

1

What is SDSU's current carbon neutrality goal?

1.00

5.00

3.16

1.49

2.23

1,370

#

Field

Choice Count

1

2040

24.23% 332

2

2045

13.72% 188

3

2070

2.04% 28

4

2030

41.75% 572

5

2050

18.25% 250
1370

Showing rows 1 - 6 of 6

Q20 - What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental
impact?

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

Not owning a car

activism

Not eating meat, taking the bus & trolley, avoiding plastics, voting

I bike/skate to campus

Recycling. Reduce waste

No straws and using reusable bottles

look for less packaged goods

I recycle and take public transport or walk

being plant-based

More recycling

recycling whenever possible

Buying plastic free

I buy as much recyclable materials as I can and I use anything I am given for as long as I can before recycling it or throwing it in the trash.

Reusable water bottle and shopping bags, walking everywhere, recycling, and growing my own basil and mint plants

Recycling

Trying to eliminate single use water bottles!

Being more conscious of my meat consumption

Volunteering with local climate advocacy groups

eating a lot less meat

Save energy

Eat home-made meals at home, recycle, try to use chemical-free products, try to avoid fast fashion

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

Taking transit more often and planning to go down to one car in the near future

Bringing lunch to school with my wooden utensils. Reﬁlling my water bottle at water stations.

Carpooling to campus.

less meat, carpooling, don’t use amazon & elimantjng as much single waste plastics as possible

Recycle as much as I can. I stop the use of straws. I try to save energy at home. I walk if I can.

veganism

trying to use reusable bags

Plant-Based Diet, Water Conservation

I ride a bike or carpool whenever I can. I also use a reusable water bottle and reusable tupper wares to store my meals every day.

Walking to campus

I use my bamboo utensils whenever I eat out.

Use less single-use products and purchase bulk items

Using glass instead of plastic, also buying product by weight (reﬁlling my empty essentials).

using reusable utensils like cups, straws and Tupperware

Public transit

Voting for politicians who have climate change as their priority

Recycling

I use a reusable water bottle, and I take the transit system to school.

reducing vehicle trips through public transit and cycling

Using sustainable water bottles and utensils instead of using single-use items

stopping using straws and plastic water bottles

Eating less meat, avoiding dairy milk, reducing single-use plastic use, shopping more sustainably

Not using straws

plant-based diet

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

Using a sustainable water bottle instead of plastic bottles.

I am trying to use less plastic and walk to more places rather than take a car.

reduce use

taking the bus to school and recycling

Eating a vegan diet

Recycling, reduce plastic use, drive hybrid car, rely on public transit and bicycling

Recycling

Reusable straws (glass/silicone)

driving less

Carrying my own reﬁllable glass water bottle

reduce waste

Stop to use plastic

Recycling

People had plenty of time to take care of the earth. Now everyone wants to freak out and put the problem on people who can do very little.

Reuse plastic products

buy glass and ceramic containers, pots, pans, bakeware; use recycle bins, rideshare, public transportation

Minimizing plastic use, using public transportation, reducing meat consumption, supporting fair trade

Using less plastic and use my car less

I am trying to limit buying fast fashion and prioritize thrift shopping or second hand stores, and eco-friendly products when I can aﬀord them.

Washing and drying clothing from 8-4pm or after 9pm

cutting out use of single-use plastics

Eating less meat

Turning lights oﬀ when I don’t need them on

Carpooling and using a hydro ﬂask instead of water bottles, using reusable bags, using a brita

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

paper instead of plastic

Using the MTS transport system to get to school

Recycling and using the MTS

carrying reusable items for eating

Recycling

Recycling

I throw away and recycle other people's trash that they have left out or littered.

Taking transit from home to work, to school, and back home when possible.

I use a reusable cup, shopping bags and utensils. I’m buying less plastic. I also stopped eating meat and I no longer buy products with Palm oil

Cleaning the things I recycle so they can be accepted at recycle plants, as well as only drinking out of my reusable water bottle

Water consciousness, I wash dishes, brush my teeth, even shower with water usage in mind.

Drive less

Using re-usable zip lock bags and taking my own Tupperware/reusable cups when I purchase food.

recycling

Locally i think is challenging due that it could be expensive and hard for people to make a change

Public transportation

I use reusable water bottles, cups, straws and bags.

not using plastic bags or straws

I always bring my own utensils.

Always carry my own reusable water bottle, straws, and utensils.

Reducing plastic use, eating less red meat

Recycle

public transportation and limited single use plastic

Less use of plastic

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

Recycling packaging and using a reusable straw

I refuse plastic and consumerism when I can- use what I have already and only buy things I can use again or repurpose.

public transit

walking

It's very hard to reduce waste when we're forced to eat on the meal plan. If SDSU eliminated the meal plan students could make more of an eﬀort to
reduce their waste.

reusing single use plastics

Reduce use on plastic and take public transportation.

using reusable bags and water bottles

reduction of waste (i.e. reusing, avoiding single use, etc.)

leave places cleaner than I found them; carpool to school

reduce animal product consumption, reuse more things, limit single use plastic use

I try not purchase items unless I really need it to reduce the amount of waste I am producing, and when I do buy items I make sure I can use it for a long
time. Vote with your dollar.

I don't buy anything besides stuﬀ that can be recyling

Taking shorter showers using less water

Taking time to clean recyclables before tossing them to ensure the batch is not soiled.

lights oﬀ and outlets unplugged

reduce the amount of energy/power used in my home and trying to limit the amount of single use products I use.

Using public transportation

To consistently recycle and use reusable water bottles to reduce plastic waste

Recycling

Limiting my own usage of plastics.

Vegetarian, reusable utensils, water bottles, walking and public transit when possible.

hope to bike to work

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

Purchase only recyclable items, reducing use of plastic, and minimizing use of water and electricity at home.

living plastic free

Learn how to deal with it

Decreasing food/trash waste

Utilizing the public transit system rather than driving to and from school.

reusable bottles, eliminating waste, biking to school, bringing my own food from home rather than contributing to unnecessary waste, etc.

less single-use plastic, walking as much as possible, and protesting Capitol Hill

Less plastic utensils and bags, less driving

By using reusable products like a hydro ﬂask and reusable bags

Being environmentally conscious of what I purchase

Use energy more eﬃciently

recycling

Use energy more eﬃciently

reduce single use items

know what needs to be recycled

Reusable bags

Taking shorter showers

Vegeterean,carpool

zero waste aka attempting to produce less trash

I plan to buy reusable bags instead of using a ton of plastic ones for my food. Also I am going vegan

Supporting and voting for candidates working for real systemic energy policy change

Carpool

recycling and carpooling

discipline and change in mindset

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

recycle and compost, reusable bags, closing the water while scrubing

Ensuring that I recycle whenever possible.

recycling and properly disposing of trash

Using decomposable materials instead of plastic or styrofoam.

using hydroﬂask to not use plastic bottle

Shorter showers

Reduction

Eating vegan diet

Recycling

carpooling and recycling

recycle

Eating less meat

Recycling

no single use plastics and riding my bike around town.

I do not buy fast fashion and reuse my clothes as much as possible

Sustainable food (reducing meat consumption, organic, etc). Sustainable fashion. Reducing and avoiding plastic wherever possible.

I am reducing my consumption of animal products

driving less and recycling

More Reusable materials

Use a reusable water bottle

Trying to drive a single occupancy vehicle less

using less plastic

buy sustainable/humanely sourced products

Reducing use of single-use plastics

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

Walking

Recycle

Carpool, reuse, less plastic, eat less meat

I’m trying to recycle all that I can and use public transportation more.

no plastic bags, no plastic laundry detergent, straws, using reﬁllable water bottle, carpooling

eliminate all beef and almost all other meats

Taking a shuttle to school, becoming vegetarian, and being a conscious consumer

Carpool and reusable bottles

not using single use plastics

Limiting beef consumption

I used to drive to school everyday just by myself, now I walk or skateboard.

Recycling

Overall just trying to reduce my plastic consumption

Reduce plastic usage and leave lesser carbon footprints

Decreasing my beef intake. Recycling when I can. Using reusable materials other than single use things.

going solar

not having kids

Using reusable bags and no single use food items

I eat a plant-based diet and I do my best to have reusable items on hand (water bottle, coﬀee cup, utensils, etc.)

Recycle

Eating less meat and thrifting almost all of my clothing

Not using plastic straw or bags along with recycling as much as I can

Reusable water, walking vs driving, carpooling, recycling

Nothing

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

eating vegetarian

use reusable alternatives and cut down meat consumption

altering diet to reﬂect less red meat (speciﬁcally beef) to decrease environmental demand needed by cattle.

I am using less single use plastics

online classes

Using lesss plastic

No plastic straws

Reﬁllable water container, recycling, picking up trash around campus, conserving water, carpooling.

Eating less meat

Trying to decrease consumption, especially products that produce trash, and considering alternative transportation to and from school.

Recycling

Avoiding to use single use Shopping bags, utensils, plates, and cups.

recycling

No using plastic straws, using metal instead of plastic utensils

Taking public transport

Reducing waste from food and single-use plastics

Switching to reusable straws and bottles

Re use and recycle

reusable water bottles, utensils, sharing a car

Recycle

I am vegetarian, I don't drive often, and I go to the farmer's market to get local food when I can

I recycle and carpool to campus

more conscious about what i'm throwing away and recycling

Recycle as much as possible

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

i use a hydroﬂask

Reduce my use of single-use plastics, drive my car on hybrid more rather than sport, reduce consumption of animal products

using less plastic

Using less plastic where possible.

Inﬂuencing others through education

using less plastic

reducing my use of plastic

Use of public transportation

using reusable products to eliminate plastic waste

Educating myself on positive changes I can make to help live more sustainably

using minimal plastic

I drive a Prius and use a reusable water bottle

Using reusable bottles

Public transit

Recycling, less water, carpool

Recycling.

vegetarian

Eliminating plastics from my everyday life.

Eating vegetarian, carrying reusable straws

recycling

I went vegetarian

Reusable water bottles and recycling

Change the way I travel ad how much I buy on campus

Recycling bottles and cans

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

Eat cleaner. Transit > car

becoming vegan

Eating less meat, mainly beef

Always recycling, using less electricity, supporting biodegradable packaging

Trying to avoid single use plastics

PUBLIC TRANSIT

Carpool

Not using single use plastics!

Vegan Diet for a few years now, Reusable utensils, reduce consumption of one use plastics

Walking more

No car, lights oﬀ in the day, and recycling and composting when available.

I am vegan, I use public transportation, I have reusable utenstils

Walking to school, using reusable utensils

Reusable straws, bringing my own reusable utensils from home, reusable water bottles and knowing where the reﬁll stations are, encouraging others to
consider reusable utensils.

Reusable utensils, walnut scrubbing sponges

Lobby government

using reusable products like stainless steel water bottle and reusable bags

Reusing my plastic bags instead of buy new ones, and keeping a thermoﬂask instead of using plastic water bottles.

Reusing more items instead of recycling/throwing them away

supporting oﬃcials running for government who support the cap and trade of irresponsible corporate emissions

Using what I learn in my sustainability classes and educating non-environmental majors on pressing issues.

reusable water bottle and eating in rather than to go since i’m on meal plan and it creates a lot of plastic waste

Ride the bus, recycle, use less plastic

Reusable straws

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

I drive an electric vehicle and charge oﬀ solar chargers

transitioning to a vegan diet

Refusing single use plastics

I use reusable water bottles, bags, and I carpool everywhere

Reusable silverware and bottles

Recycling

Reducing waste and turning to re-usable materials

Not having children

Reducing single use plastics in the kitchen!

Reducing plastic use

My diet - I'm vegetarian

Riding my bike a couple days a week instead of my car

Finding substitutes for certain items like straws

ride sharing

Recycling

producing less waste and not eating meat

Not driving a car that uses fossil fuels.

Increase use of my own tuber wear

use less electricity and more reusable products

recycling and compost bin at home

Eating a vegan diet

Not use plastic bags, straws, use biodegradable iteams.

Car pooling

eating a plant based diet

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

Recycle. Not use plastic.

Not using straws. Throwing trash away in the bins.

Eating less meat and living in a leed building

Be more green

recycle

Cut out animal products and single use plastics as much as I can.

Consuming less, trying to only consume more ethically/sustainably when it is necessary to consume

riding my bike and not eating meat/avoiding other animal products

I use reusable water bottles, coﬀee mugs, utensils, and tupperware, do not consume any animal products, and thrift nearly all my clothes.

Not driving

Mostly cleaning my neighborhood (picking up trash), informing neighbors about the beneﬁts of

zero waste meals

Carpooling to school

Drive electric!

More recycling

I use my reusable water bottle everyday, I take my own utensils to school but I do eat there which creates trash, I use reusable bags and usually always
have on with me, and also I’ve been purchasing items that are made of compostable ingredients such as my phone case, I’ve also been using a reﬁllable
pen instead of throwing it away again and again. I try to educate myself about sustainability as much as I can, I enjoy it.

Eating less meat, using less battery on electronics, carpooling, reusing bags, using less single use materials, and recycling

Using a reusable metal water bottle

Not using single use plastics, using resizable water bottles, riding my bike when I can

Putting solar on the house

Less Straws

reducing use of single use plastics, making an active eﬀort of encouraging others around me to recycle and compost, using metal straws, bringing my
own reusable grocery bags

Using less single-use plastic

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

Consuming less meat

public transportation or carpool

Recycle and not to use plastic bags

Becoming Vegan

Using less plastic, taking shorter showers, eating natural/organic foods and driving a hybrid vehicle

Use reusable bags instead of plastic bags

recycle more!

vegan

recycle

Never Flushing unless it is needed.

Less Red Meat

walking more

carpooling to work and to SDSU

taking the MTS

Carpooling, Meatless Mondays

Eating less animal meat.

Use reusable utensils and bowls

No plastic

Carpooling

Remain local

less straws

Eating less red meat, no cow milk

Carpooling

Using less energy during busy times of the day such as 4-9 pm when light pollution and energy usage are at their highest

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

Less plastic

composting what waste I can (I skateboard to the union to do this, because there are no closer composting bins)

buying thrifted/ sustainable clothing, eating out less and making food at home more (food waste + plastic waste), using a hydroﬂask for my water and
coﬀee (using a personal cup at coﬀee shops), limiting my single use plastics (straws + utensils)

recycle

By using a hydro ﬂask and reusable straws, I am reducing my consumption of single-use plastics.

Using a reusable water bottle

Consuming less meat, reducing single-use plastic (cups, food containers)

Recycling on campus and at home whenever possible and walking to the store when I can instead of driving

Electric car

Eat less meat

my diet- I am a vegetarian (transitioning to vegan)

Recycling

I am no longer using single-use plastic utensils, straws, containers, etc.

bringing snacks in Tupperware instead of buying packaged foods on campus

Using as little single use plastics as possible

Recycling

Recycle and energy saving

Bringing my own utensils

I commute, and used to drive twice to school some days. I only come once a day but stay long hours at school.

Recycling

Limit vehicular trips, and run as many errands in a single trip.

reducing my use of single-use plastics

Taking the trolley, Reduce, Reusing and Recycling, Not using single-use plastic

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

Mostly has to do with grocery shopping: bringing reusable bags for both produce and the groceries I buy in general, buying in bulk and ﬁlling reusable
containers, etc.

Using my own bags and recycling

Climate change

LESS PLASTIC

recycling, less usage of electricity, using public transportation, creating compost for plants

Not using plastic utensils, straws, or water bottles and instead using reusable items.

Being less wasteful

Reusable water bottles, recycle when available

Vegan

Recycle

USING ONLY PUBLIC TRANSIT AND GOING VEGETARIAN

not using one time use products and not driving a car

Reusing containers as often as possible

shorter showers

Not having a car

Eating less red meat

Recycling

waste

throwing away my trash

Eating less red meat

Putting food waste into compost bins

I started to use reusable water bottles and ride my skateboard for transportation

consumption - not using single use plastics, energy usage

Recycling, carpooling, use reusable water bottle and food containers

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

Recycling and reducing my waste

carpooling and recycling

reuseable grocery bags, limiting unnecessary water consumption

reusable water bottle

Switching to renewable and reusable products

Using a reﬁllable water bottle.

Driving as little as possible

bringing my own bottles

Using reusable straws and a hydro ﬂask instead of plastic water bottles. I also make sure to recycle correctly.

decreasing meat consumption

Not using a car

Produce less waste

Walking/Biking most places.

Using less single-use items.

Recycling. Using reusable products. Donating clothes

Use of public transportation. If I come across trash as I walk around campus, I pick it up and throw it away in its respective bin. Donate my unused
clothes and buy from thrift stores.

Solar energy at home, reduced watering plants and planting my own food, potatoes, onion, herbs, tomatoes, pineapples, ﬁgs, citrus etc.

I use cloth bags whenever I shop and I carry it with myself all along. Also I don't but water bottles anywhere, I reﬁll my bottle whenever I can

Recycling, public transit and reusable water bottles/containers

Lower waste, especially plastic

recycling and upcycling

vegan products, carpooling

use of less plastics

Walking everywhere and not wasting energy(turning oﬀ lights)

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

Recycling, I stopped using plastic Ziplock bags and use reusable bags

I'm vegan and try to be as eco-friendly as I can.

Limiting my use of single-use plastics, saving energy/water

Using a reusable bag

reduce use of single-use plastics

being more conscious about my transportation and the daily things i do

I am recycling and driving only when I have to.

Picking up the trash around the pathways I walk or use

Recycling

Reusable coﬀee cups

Buy less

recyling

Recycle

Lowering my use of single use water bottles

using less plastic and paper plates and using a reusable water bottle

I am starting to drive less and walk more.

Bringing homecooked meals more frequently and bringing and using reusables

Reusing

Lower plastic usage

Recycling more and using reusable things.

I’m recycling my papers, bags, and water bottles.

Recycling and wasting less water.

No plastic straws /bags

driving less or with others

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

Carpool or switch to more energy eﬃcient mode of transporting

Being Vegan

honestly I don't see my individual impact as more important than stopping mass corporation pollution for proﬁt. But I actively try to recycle, keep my
plastic usage low, and educate myself on environmental impacts beyond the classicly misonformed ideas of sustainability

Recycling

Carpool

not eating seafood or supporting the ﬁshing industry

Going zero waste and vegan

Reducing single-use plastics

Reusable items, bags, straws, utensils, cups

Use my own forks and spoons, cups and boxes so I'm not using plastic at all. Drive no car.turn the light out when I don't need it.

meat consumption

I don't use as much electricity/running water in my house and I don't buy as much clothing as I use too.

Walking instead of driving

I’ve stopped/greatly reduced using single use plastic. I go to the grocery store with my own bags.

Carpooling

I have stopped eating beef

stop using single use plastic, carpool, buy organic fruits and vegetables

I am trying to use less one time use plastic

Carpooling more often

I don’t have a car

No longer using plastic water bottles and always recycling

vegetarian

Recycle

shopping at thrift stores rather than buying new things

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

Using less paper!

Less light usage

Carpool, Recycling

No longer eat meat

Choosing reusable products.

Recycling and buying packaging free, conserving energy

Reduce consumption

no single use plastics

Recycle

focusing on recycling and refraining from using single use plastic when i can

I currently am enrolled in a sustainability class so it deﬁnitely has taught me how to lower my carbon footprint and help the environment

No plastic straws or bags

recycle and use less paper in school

recycling, using reusable bags, using a reusable water bottle

using reusable straws and mugs at cafes

eliminate single-use items with reusable items

going vegan

recycling and using reusable items

using reusable waterbottles

RECYCLING & REUSING

Use less plastic utensils, carpool more

Less plastics

I could change my diet to eat less beef and more vegetables and locally-grown produce.

public transportation

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

l

Utilizing reusable products and less single-use items

changing personal hygiene products (i.e. deodorant) from those made with palm oil to those without

Reusable water bottle and avoiding straws, using the transit system

purchasing less

Changes in my transportation and food consumption

Use less plastics and animal products, use reusable bags and containers

Driving a fuel eﬃcient car

Recycle

Ride sharing

Energy eﬃciency

Riding a bike, thoughtful recycling

Reducing my use of single-use items

Composting and buying products from energy conscious companies

Awareness of waste (monitor my impact on environment)

-reducing the use of electricity as much as possible

Using public transportation (trolley & bus) and trying to recycle on campus

Stop buying plastic bags

being aware through my day, small changes go a long way

Keeping my cell phone till it dies, bring my own utensils, buying quality so my products last far longer.

Limiting personal use of disposables, including paper towels, plastics straws, and using public transportation.

No meat / vegetarian

Promoting and voting for policy that ﬁghts big oil and encourages green development.

reusable water bottles, reusable straws, taking buses or carpools

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

drive a prius

Walking over driving when possible.

Walking and using public transportation instead of driving

Reducing meat consumption and carbon footprint

Recycling as much as I can

Carpooling

Veganism; use of transit system

Recycling, using personal utensils, thrifting for clothing, and carpooling

I am consuming little-to-no animal products at home

Less single use items

Not eating meat

No more plastic use. Never litter. Use reuseable bags and bottles

No AC use

Decrease use of single-use plastics

Vegetarianism

meat consumption

Reducing my use of single-use plastic

I’m driving an EV

Being more conscious of the amount of plastic I’m using

Less use of nonbiodegradable material and sharing rides if possible

Reusing materials. Whether it’s for my club or in my apartment, I try to reuse as many containers, supplies, and paper as possible.

reduce my waste

Low carbon dating

Eating a plant based diet and recycling materials as much as possible (thrifting, reusable containers)

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

reuseable items for food and drinks

Reduction of shower time to reduce water usage in addition to utilizing low ﬂow faucets and shower-heads.

Reducing consumption of meat

I would like to use more public transportation.

Never buying water bottles/using a reusable water bottle

Reduce waste (ie not use plastic utensils) and reduce water and energy consumption.

Reusable cups & food ware

less plastic use

Less plastic use

Be mindful

I walk wverywhere

Responsible energy use

Mostly reducing use of water, plastic, fossil fuels, paper. I'm basically on campus all of the time these days so very low transportation footprint.

Reusable products

Reducing plastic and water usage

Putting recyclables in the recycling bin

Practicing a plant based diet

not eating dairy products

Stopped using plastic straws

I do what I can to carpool when necessary to reduce pollution

Reducing waste by not using single use plastics etc.

Use of public transit and recycling

Recycling, Public Transit, Thinking before using a resource, Reusable water bottles and dinner ware

Car usage

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

Reusing and recycling

Recycle

Not using single use plastic

reduce single use plastice, reduce driving

Taking the trolley

Recycle more often and purposefully

Reusable water bottle

Public transportation

carpool to school

Walking

I recycle and Walk to school and work

reusuable water bottles, and limiting my overall waste production contributing to ecological consequences

Eating plant-based

not using water bottles and uses the bus whenver i can.

buying an electric car and reducing my use of plastic

Less meat, biking over driving when possible

Use less plastics on a daily basis by for example using reusable utensils

Trying to use less plastic and switching to reusable utensils.

Not using single use plastics

The Earth is worth saving.

Walking, eating less animal products, recycling, using less electricity

Recycling

Eating less meat.

not using single use utensils / cups

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

Reusable straws

being mindful of what i throw away and what I recycle

Carpool in

recycling

I bike instead of drive

Idk

I drive a gas/electric hybrid for bettet gas mileage.

eat a lot less meat

limit plastic usage

Decrease usage of single use plastic straws & recycling

Use reusable water bottle and recycle

Reducing the use of single use plastic

Recyling

Trying to eliminate my use for plastic and trash

Walk more and drive less, recycle anything I ﬁnd, throw trash away properly

Recycling

I have a plant based diet

Driving a fuel eﬃcient vehicle

Using less plastic by not buying water bottles, bringing reusable bags, not using straws,

Carpool

Co-commute, Separate recyclable and non recyclable waste

recycling everything I can

Being conscious of my waste, recycling, and carpooling

Turning oﬀ the water

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

Using environmentally friendly skincare and hygiene products.

Recycle when possible, not use straws anymore, carpool as much as possible

Walking more, using reusable containers

Conscious avoidance of plastics

I use public transportation

CARPOOLING

Less plastic use and meat consumption

recycling

Carpool

Not having children

Recycling

reusable cups and straws

More walking than driving

Reducing the amount of plastic I use

Using less plastic materials

plant based diet

transit to campus; bring own water bottle/utensils/bags; single-use plastic reduction

I buy in bulk. I bring my own utensils and straw with me everywhere. I love my hydroﬂask.

Less consumption of non-renewable and non- recyclable materials

E85 vehicle

Maintaining garden at home and taking the bus and trolley to and from school.

Carpooling

Recycling and reducing my consumption

reducing use of single-use plastic

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

Using a reusable water bottle rather than single use plastic bottles

Recycle everything I can and compost everything I can, as well as carpooling.

Using less single use items like plastics

Recycling, using shuttle, buying eco-friendly,

Limit plastic use and waste.

Public Transportation

reusable water bottles and Starbucks cups

Recycling

Recycle things that can be recycle, lessen my use of plastics

Promoting nuclear energy

I now shop at farmers markets. I don’t purchase any plastic, I recycle and I participate in zero waste movement

Eating less meat!

Recycle

reduce food waste, drive less, shop local

Carbon Footprint

Recycling

Using fewer single-use ziploc bags

Carpooling

recycle! take more public transit

I actively seek products that do not require high amounts of packaging and have a long lifespan. An example would be using durable reusable water
bottles like a hydro ﬂask instead of single use water bottles.

Use less energy at home and minimize my driving

carpooling, riding my bike and using reusable bags

no single-use plastic

Reduce single-use items (like plastic cups)

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

I'm trying to use less plastic, make sure that what I am using is reusable.

eating less meat

use less plastic

self awareness with electricity in my home

Use less plastic, carpool, use all food, compost, have less children

drive less often

Eating sustainably.

Recycling

Using public transportation more

Electric vehicle purchase

no bags or straws

Cooking own food

Taking the MTS

recycling, using public transportation

n/a

I recycle and don’t use plastic water bottles. I also use public transportation.

Vegan

use reusable silverware instead of plastic ones. Not throwing away food.

Vegetarian

Reusable bottles

Veganism

Use of reuseable tools

avoiding driving

Reduce my use of single use plastics

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

reusable items, reduce plastic use, bamboo items, riding skateboard instead of driving, recycling glass/plastics/aluminum

Eliminate waste

taking public transit

I want to raise money for a bike because I’m broke

Low water garden

Car pooling/ using public transportation

using less single use plastic

Consider buying a Tesla

Eating plant-based more often and recycling m

Use as less electricity as I can.

Recycling plastic bottles

Not wasting water

recycling more

Utilizinf Public Transit

No straw use

lowering consumption and use of plastics

Making sure I recycle, carpool, save water :)

Consuming food that comes from sustainable sources.

Just bought an all electric car

Less single use plastics

Using public transportation (MTS), recycled bags for shopping, no plastic products

stop using single use plastic

drive a prius

No plastic bottles or plastic straws

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

public trasnport and recycling, not using any plastic

Carpool

Recycle more.

Consuming less

Vegitarian

Reducing fuel consumption

Not littering

Consume less, save more

Vegetarianism

Recycle

Taking public transit

Recycle, conscious purchase- less plastic

Lower the time spent in the shower and to live on campus so I will just walk.

Reusable materials (water bottle, lunch bag, etc)

public transportation

Decrease my plastic use

Recycling

Reusing water bottles and recycling

reducing/eliminating single use plastics

Fewer single use items

Reduce my use of single use plastics and non sustainable products

Supporting sustainable, ethical companies for food and products, carpooling, diy items or meals at home, walking whenever possible, supporting local
non proﬁts aimed to help with these issues

Using reusable utensils and containers

Reuse of daily items

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

Straws

Recycle as often as possible or use reusable materials

going vegan/vegetarian

Bringing utensils from home and bringing reusable Tupperware

consistent with recycling and getting solar panels

Reducing the amount of meat I consume. I also don’t drive a car.

Walking instead of using vehicles and using reusable water bottles when possible

Plant based diet, reduce food waste, compost.

No plastic straws water bottles etc

Reducing physical trash waste

going plastic free and going vegan

Recycle, no cars using, use public transport

walk more instead of driving

Don’t use single use plastics

I try my best to buy plant-based foods, like almond milk, and I recycle

Recycling

Carpool

Use transit system regularly

Traveling by train

I am only taking the MTS to travel

Recycling

reduce

Conserve water and use sustainable everyday practices

I am using less water and electricity at home and buying more sustainable things to use every day instead of using one use items.

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

No more single use plastic bags

stop using one use plastics

Recycle

Recycling

Not purchasing single use items, eating less red meat

Using reusable bags over plastic ones; Having as little plastic waste as possible; Recycling all aluminum and plastic bottles I use at home; Frequent
carpooling; Taking advantage of community service opportunities that beneﬁt the environment.

Reusing plastic bags

Recycle

Producing little personal trash, walking everywhere

Bring resourceful

Recycling and not using, buying plastics

Using public transportation, such as the MTS

using a brita water ﬁlter instead of buying plastic bottles of water

I recycle all plastics, I use reusable water bottles, I use a metal straw, I try to not eat out, I don’t use plastic utensils, I take quick showers

Less showers

Using public transportation

carpooling

Using rubber straws and reusable utensils

Carpool

No plastic straw and cups. Use my own cup

I don’t use plastic straws

Turning oﬀ lights after leaving room

Recycling as much as possible since other methods are diﬃcult for me to manage

Take the trolley to school

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

reduced water usage

Recycling

walking to places

no more plastic water bottles, trying to lessen use of single use plastic utenstils, etc

Reducing my use of plastics

I’m starting to stop littering

Water usage

Less plastic

Carpooling

Vegamism

Reduced meat consumption

Not getting take out food because of all of the waste, making majority of food in my kitchen

not using single use plastics

Using bamboo utensils and reﬁllable water bottles

replacing single use plastic with reusable options

Recycling i.e. not just throwing everything away in the trash; thinking about what I'm throwing away ﬁrst and see if it's recyclable.

using reusable water bottles and utensils

recycle more

Recyclying, saving water,and using publich trasportation,

Use less plastic

less single use plastics

Recycling plastic

Using recycled paper

Not use plastic bags

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

Less use of plastic

Using less plastic by ﬁnding healthy alternatives to plastic packaging.

Recycling everything I can and walking more

Avoiding plastic

Eating less meat

Less reliance on single-use plastics for food containers

Driving a hybrid car

recycling and using public transportation

Carpooling

Stop eating meat

Using less water

Driving less and carpooling

Plant based diet

I stop using plastics, use reusable bags, use my own reusable straw and planning to buy an EcoCar

recycle plastic watere bottles, using hydroﬂask, taking shorter showers,

I recycle not only old clothes, but plastic, cardboard, and aluminum.

Using more things I can reuse.

Avoid using plastic materials

Vegan life style

Reusable water bottle

reusing and recycling.

less single use products

Finding ways to have less waste

Vegetation/vegan, buying used, teaching others about recycling/waste, activism

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

Recycling, walking to campus when possible, not eating meat, but i believe that our behaviors on an individual level are not enough. Institutions like ours
need to push the government and large industrial businesses that proﬁt oﬀ of destroying the planet to do better.

Be more aware of the things I use.

Purchasing items more intentionally; using/carrying reusable containers

Less single use plastic bags and utensils

Recycling and advocating for it

Recycle

living plastic free

Not using plastic bottles, turning oﬀ lights if no one is using it, not purchasing plastic bags at the grocery story

Reduce using single use plastic

I already take public transportation and walk most anywhere I need to. I could probably recycle a bit better though.

I am reducing my use of single use plastic and using reusable glass containers, reusable straws, etc wherever possible

Lower plastic use

Not using straws, bringing my own grocery bags and composting

Use solar if I can

Trying to reuse products rather than throw them out especially for the kitchen

Or using plastic

Recycling, reducing waste

Abstaining from buying as many plastic products, and recycling the ones I use.

Creating less waste in all aspects.

Usingy car less

Eliminating my consumption of single use items and plastic.

Using reusable food/drink containers and utensils

Bringing reusable cups for my ice coﬀee

I unplug all my devices when I’m not using it and I stopped using single use plastic.

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

I stopped eating meat 3 years ago to ﬁght against animal agriculture’s impact on the environment

Recycling and no fast fashion

eating less fast food and using less plastic

Recycling appropriately

I have limited my use of plastics

Reducing waste/Working towards zero waste

take shorter showers

Reusable cups since I buy coﬀee ever day.

Recycle

Carrying reusable utensils, not purchasing from fast fashion companies, cutting down the amount of red meat I consume

No plastic utensils/bags

Using reusable bags, water bottle, utensisl, etc

Shorter showers and reusable straws

limiting single use plastic

No waste when I go out to eat

Being aware of how much energy I consume and cutting down where I can. Also by reducing my plastic use.

Compost

By avoiding or reducing the use of plastic (non-biodegradable ).

Try and become more zero waste

I stopped using plastic water bottles

Re-use and shop sustainably

bringing water bottles / coﬀee cups to retail locations, utilizing reusable bags, purchasing metal straws, recycling

using less single-use plastics to start becoming zero waste

not using plastic bottles

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

Carpooling

Recycle, decrease meat consumption, shop less (especially fast fashion), reuse things, use a

Recycling

Bring my own bag when shopping out.

Recycling, no use of plastic water bottles

Recycling

Trying to be as reusable as I can

trying to reuse all of the single use plastic I buy.

Using less single-use materials and not buying as much individually-packaged products.

Trying to reuse everything and buy less things. No fast fashion

ive been vegan for over two years and vegetarian for 2 years before that

reducing single use plastic

Minimize plastic waste

lots of little changes

At work and school I have my own bowl, plate, cup, and utensils. I use reusable sand which and food bags.

eating vegetarian, reducing singe use plastics, using public transportation

not using plastic bags, straws, cups, etc

I am majoring in Interior Architecture with an emphisis in LEED Design

I stopped buying plastic water bottles and straws

reducing my use of single use plastic water bottles and cups

No single use plastic I bring my own utensils

Not using straws, using reusable bags/water bottles, not buying foods using a lot of plastic

decreasing meat intake (reduce methane in the environment)

Walking to school

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

Less red meat

Produce less waste

Less single driver, more carpooling

Drive an EV

Recycling

Recycling, stopped eating meat

Take the bus, bring my lunch

I am consciously making decisions that reduce my carbon footprint such as reducing my single use plastics, riding public transportation, and reducing my
energy and water use.

Recycling, reusing

Decreasing plastic use with food

Munimizing waste ans water use. My lawn is dead because I dont water it, intentionally.

Use less plastic utensils

Eliminating single use plastic bags

using reusable straws, recycling, and walking instead of driving to close places

Low Waste lifestyle and veganism

making sustainable art

Not using single use plastics

Use the trolley, use toppers

Being conscious about my water usage at home and trying to carpool more often

being vegan

Recycle more

Using hydroﬂask

reusable everyday items such as lunch bags, Tupperware, reusable cups, utensils, etc

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

I try to reduce my energy consumption by turning oﬀ lights that are not in use, taking shorter showers, recycling, and eating more vegetables instead of
meat to reduce methane.

I stopped eating meat

Eating vegetarian

Recycling

Saving water

Taking public transit and using reusable packing/bags

Reusable utensils

Recycling and lessening my carbon footprint

Using less

Not using paper products

recycle plastic waste

education and awareness. i have changed almost everything i do by a small percentage to be more green and encourage others around me to follow suit

lowering my use of electricity in my house and carpooling

using public transit

Riding on my bike to work

Waste less food

I am straying away from using single-use plastics. Eating less animal products. Recycling and reusing.

Using recycled materials when possible and having a reusable water bottle and snack bags

Composting Food Scraps, Thrift shopping for second-hand items

I recycle everything I can whenever I am on campus

not using single use utensils and plates

Using less water when I can

pescatarian diet, greenlab projects at biotech job

Carpooling & avoiding single-use plastics

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

Change of diet and electricity

eating vegan and sustainable fashion (buying from buﬀalo exchange or plato's closet)

Recycling what i can, going paperless

Take less ﬂights

eliminating single use plastics

Substituting for more vegan products, using reusable water bottles,

Limiting use in unrecyclable plastics

Not using plastic utensils

Stopping use single use plastics

Use less plastic; only reusable things

Using reusable bags and cutlery for lunches

Using reusable bags rather than purchasing the plastic ones

Recycling.

Making less trash

voting

Vegetarian, living a lower-waste lifestyle, natural products

Using reusable materials

public transportation

Take public transportation

Daily reduced use of water.

NA

Recycling

Recycle, carpool, don’t use plastic, reusable waterbottles like hydroﬂask

Reusable cups and bottles, recycling

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

Picking up trash wherever I am, and throwing it in right bins. Reduce water use at certain times of the day.

Using less single use plastic

Recycling and consuming less meat

reuse plastic bags, don’t buy plastic water bottles

Trying to avoid purchasing fast fashion products

Reducing the amount of meat I eat

Recycling, car pooling

Not driving my car as much

I always ride MTS Rapid 215 to campus. I bought a student transit pass and ride MTS to work and other activities.

Eating less meat and not using as much plastic

Recycling

Proper recycling

Recycling correctly and saving energy

being aware

Driving a hybrid car.

Carpooling

Recycling, no longer using plastic water bottles

Starting a roommate recycling program

No car, no plastic water bottles, and recycle.

Recycling more and using public transportation

A vegan low waste lifestyle

Reduce use of single-use plastics and wasteful novelty items

Throwing recycling into the recycle bins

Using reusable bags for groceries, recycling glass, newspaper, plastic bottles,

What is the main behavior change you are making to lower your environmental...

No straws

Carpooling

Drive only when absolutely necessary to

Using little to no plastic and having a reusable water bottle

use reusable bags

No straws

putting my waist in appropriate bins

use more public transportation

Creating mess waste

Reduce the amount of plastic that I use. Ride my bike wherever I can.

No straws!

Public transit use

reusable packaging (tubberware, water bottles, etc)

I only use reusable straws, i recylce, i carry around a reusable water bottle

reusable bags

Sustained lunch boxes, water and coﬀee containers and reusable items.

Seeking out products made of sustainable or recycled materials

reusing plastic bags, reusable straws

Studying Solar Energy Conversion

decreasing single-use plastic consumption as much as I can

Lights oﬀ

carpooling

using less plastic and more reusable utensils

transportation

wastesingle

driving

item

plastic bottle
publicrecyclemeat
eat
reduce
bagsreusestraw
water

utensil
carpool

product
vegan

buy transit

plastics food
carpoole

Q21 - I am familiar with these sustainability-related organizations on campus. (select all
that apply)

Oﬃce of
Sustainability

Associated Students
Green Love

Enviro-Business Society
(E3)

Associated Students
GreenFest

Center for Regional
Sustainability

Epsilon Eta

Engineers Without
Borders
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

#

Field

Choice Count

1

Oﬃce of Sustainability

29.12% 863

2

Associated Students Green Love

16.63% 493

3

Enviro-Business Society (E3)

4

Associated Students GreenFest

5

Center for Regional Sustainability

4.15% 123

6

Epsilon Eta

5.60% 166

7

Engineers Without Borders

8.43% 250
23.65% 701

12.42% 368
2964

Showing rows 1 - 8 of 8

Q22 - During your time at San Diego State University, how many courses have you taken
that address topics presented in this survey?

0 courses

1 courses

2 or more courses

0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

#

Field

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std
Deviation

Variance

Count

1

During your time at San Diego State University, how many courses
have you taken that address topics presented in this survey?

1.00

3.00

1.70

0.76

0.58

1,376

#

Field

Choice Count

1

0 courses

48.69% 670

2

1 courses

32.63% 449

3

2 or more courses

18.68% 257
1376

Showing rows 1 - 4 of 4

Q23 - I want my classes to incorporate sustainability into the curriculum.

Yes

No

0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

1000

1100

1200

#

Field

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std Deviation

Variance

Count

1

I want my classes to incorporate sustainability into the curriculum.

1.00

2.00

1.15

0.36

0.13

1,376

#

Field

Choice Count

1

Yes

85.17% 1172

2

No

14.83% 204
1376

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

Q24 - I want classes to be identified as containing sustainability principles.

Yes

No

0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

1000

1100

1200

1300

#

Field

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std
Deviation

Variance

Count

1

I want classes to be identiﬁed as containing sustainability
principles.

5.00

6.00

5.12

0.32

0.11

1,370

#

Field

Choice Count

5

Yes

88.03% 1206

6

No

11.97% 164
1370

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

Q25 - What do you want to learn more about? (select all that apply)

How to limit my
environmental impact

Campus
sustainability
initiatives

Sustainability-relat
ed job opportunities

How to be a climate
activist

How to get involved
with green
organizations
on-campus

Climate policy

Environmental
justice

Sustainability
culture

0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

1000

1100

#

Field

Choice Count

1

How to limit my environmental impact

17.90% 1052

2

Campus sustainability initiatives

13.51% 794

3

Sustainability-related job opportunities

10.33% 607

4

How to be a climate activist

7.66% 450

5

How to get involved with green organizations on-campus

9.58% 563

6

Climate policy

13.01% 765

7

Environmental justice

12.64% 743

8

Sustainability culture

15.38% 904
5878

Showing rows 1 - 9 of 9

Q26 - Which of these are the core principles of sustainability?

Environment

Equity

Economics

All of the above

0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

1000

1100

1200

1300

#

Field

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std Deviation

Variance

Count

1

Which of these are the core principles of sustainability?

1.00

6.00

5.35

1.67

2.77

1,370

#

Field

Choice Count

1

Environment

12.12% 166

2

Equity

0.73% 10

3

Economics

0.58% 8

6

All of the above

86.57% 1186
1370

Showing rows 1 - 5 of 5

Q27 - Ultimately, do you believe that the principles behind sustainability are an important
concept?

Yes

No

0

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

1400

#

Field

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std
Deviation

Variance

Count

1

Ultimately, do you believe that the principles behind sustainability are
an important concept?

1.00

2.00

1.01

0.10

0.01

1,376

#

Field

Choice Count

1

Yes

98.98% 1362

2

No

1.02% 14
1376

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

Q28 - What changes do you want to see on campus? (select all that apply)

On-campus thrift
store

Sustainable items to
be purchased

Reusable container
program

Sourcing sustainable
materials

More solar panels

More green buildings

More gardens

More bike lanes

0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

1000

1100

1200

#

Field

Choice Count

1

On-campus thrift store

12.94% 969

2

Sustainable items to be purchased

13.18% 987

3

Reusable container program

14.00% 1048

4

Sourcing sustainable materials

11.27% 844

5

More solar panels

15.09% 1130

6

More green buildings

12.78% 957

7

More gardens

14.11% 1056

8

More bike lanes

6.61% 495
7486

Showing rows 1 - 9 of 9

Q29 - Any additional thoughts/comments?

Any additional thoughts/comments?

United States

no

No

N/A

United States

No

no

no

no

No

N/A

I love how active the campus is on sustainability

N/A

It would be cool if maybe some sustainability orgs did walk-arounds or something because I feel like a lot of people value sustainability but don’t
necessarily join organizations if they aren’t super sustainable themselves

Nope

Nope :)

The programs at SDSU are amazing starting point but we should look at it as the potential to grow into a fully sustainable campus

I love you Gener and McKenna!

no

Make SDSU Sustainable!!!!

I wish I was more knowledgeable about these topics

Any additional thoughts/comments?

I’m a big supporter of the universal transit pass idea and increased bike lanes. Also, more shade trees and less palm trees. They’re great carbon sinks
and the campus is too hot as it is.

Awesome survey. Didn’t realize how much I don’t know about the eﬀorts my school makes.

I think the thrift store should allow students to donate their clothes while being able to purchase others.

Nope! Thanks

I like this initiative.

United States

More discounts if you use reusable products

I would love to learn more about sustainability thank you

United States

Anything to be more sustainable is important

N/A

N/A

Would be nice to have sustainable tour

Go green!

N/A

United States

I think there should be more curriculum on sustainability

Great survey!

The infrastructure around SDSU for active modes of transportation is limited and encourages automobile use

Thank you for providing this survey about an important cause :)

No

On campus thrift store & sustainable items sounds amazing!

None

Any additional thoughts/comments?

I think it's important to make it clear to people that environmental issues seriously eﬀect human lives, and that sustainability isn't just about saving
turtles.

none

Compared to other campuses, I am very happy about how sustainable our campus is striving to be.

no

No

College atheletics are superﬂuous. Building a stadium in a ﬂood plain is not a part of good sustainable planning. Spend that money on solar panels. Now.

I was not really familiar with sustainability orgs on campus but I chose one because it was required

No

N/A

put an ad in the koala everybody reads it

I work in the oil & gas industry. I need oil & gas to thrive to keep my job.. we use natural gas in our products, which is clean.

No additional comments

Do they need to light up buildings all night? I feel they can minimize the energy at night.

I love greenfest!

i used to be an allie. But the way you approach very single issue is a turn oﬀ. You waited too long to take action. Now you want to have revolutions on
every single front. You are going to see a gigantic backlash against you trying to force feed people kale. Start with realistic goals that are achievable. You
waited. It's your problem. Not all of ours.

Great survey! Is this sent to all students?

no

None

Plant more fruit trees and veggies.

What stops me from investing in sustainable products is that even though many are durable, I can’t aﬀord it the ﬁrst time around.

Thanks for the survey, keep up the great work!

thanks!

Ban all plastic on campus please!

Any additional thoughts/comments?

No

no

n/a

Thank you for trying to keep our campus environmentaly friendly

I would consider supporting a universal transit pass that would provide unlimited public transit access and additional bus routes through an increase in
student fees. I would support this only if they had services that ran later in the evenings and early mornings.

paperless classes would be great and might be cheaper for students

Thanks state

No

Nope.

N/A

I would like to see these initiatives continue and gain more popularity

I really enjoyed taking a sustainability class and found it has greatly shaped my lifestyle since, because of this I believe we should work toward a
requirement that every student needs to take one sustainability class in their 4 years here. Not only would this be another way to bond with classmates
but could change a whole population's lifestyles.

It is interesting that the question of whether or not to incorporate climate change awareness/education in courses is a question. I am a little concerned
about this, yes this is an issue that needs to be addressed now, but the objective isn't to forcefully turn students to realize this issue, the outcome of this
will prove problematic and the movement will have less support. I think the goals presented in this survey are wonderful, I would like to see more gardens
and green events on campus.

No

Nope all good

none

None

No

If I recall correctly, there are some fast food restaurants on campus that have sustainable or compostable containers, but how can it be guaranteed that
they are being thrown away in the correct bin instead of being tossed in trash to go to the landﬁll?

none

More water bottle reﬁll stations around campus.

This is a great initiative to bring awareness.

Any additional thoughts/comments?

N/A

No

no this is cool tho

none

I'm very happy the sustainability program is around! I did not know about some of the organizations; I want to join some of them now.

The MTS pass is still fairly expensive. I would be more encouraged to take public transportation instead of drive if it were signiﬁcantly cheaper than the
parking pass.

United States

no

United States

Public transportation should be free for students and on campus workers (staﬀ, faculty, lecturers)

None

n/a

No

oﬀer more GE's that relate to sustainability

United States

Although we could do better, I do think compared to other colleges in other states SDSU is really leading the way with sustainability! :)

No

no

Good work!

No

n/a

Great survey, very interesting concepts and proposals

N/A

Nope

Any additional thoughts/comments?

Nope.

NA thank you

Make the change!

I hope we're not too late.

n/a

NA

I would like to see more SDSU-funded programs to help students with sustainability. I think that the school is wealthy enough that it should be more to
directly aid students, rather than increasing student fees or relying on student donations.

I appreciate the eﬀorts of organizations at SDSU for pushing for sustainability goals. However, I feel that as students we are highly misinformed about
this topic.

not at the moment

This has been, and still is, a preventable/reversible issue; however, not for very much longer. For the sake of, idk, 96% of the global population's life, we
gotta get our act together @presidentcheeto

I don’t think sourcing materials would increase usage of new utensils/reusable items because some people have a stigma against recycled materials
(someone else used it!). I feel like keeping it a secret (unless asked) will make people used to these new materials, and eventually we could label the
sources. It would be a “Oh, I didn’t notice they’re basically the same thing.” type of reaction. In my experience, a lot of people I know hate paper straws,
including me, so trying to hide this fact might be beneﬁcial.

None

Thank you

No

I'd like the same sustainability eﬀort to be put into the east campus. We just got our ﬁrst water-ﬁlling station. Ever.

No.

nope

no

Na

The idea of using public transportation is great. I would be willing to use it if the city did more to clean it up and make it rideable. As it is now it is dirty
and unsafe, and I think this is a deterrent for a lot of people. The city needs to take more responsibility for creating opportunities for people to be
environmentally conscious, because sometimes it just isn't practical.

Plant your own garden mini area for each students

Any additional thoughts/comments?

Go Green!

I hope I'll be able to see the correct answers once I submit this, as that's kind of the point of me answering the questions, so I can learn :)

no

No comment

no comments or thoughts

Is GreenLove open to all students? How do I join?

add sensor lights in the classrooms or make sure professors turn oﬀ the lights when living the classroom.

Not at this time

no

None

n/a

None

Although the school has recycling containers right next to trash containers, students do not use them. They too often still throw everything in the trash
container. It is heartbreaking. People in college don’t know or even care to recycle. That is a big problem!

I think a basic intro to sustainability class should be required as a graduation requirement for all majors.

No

Need more exposure on campus

N/A

better education on composting, recycling etc

You should have all restaurants on campus create a sign showing customers which containers they leave with that are recyclable. You should also verify
that on-campus housing facilities are using their recycle trash bins for recyclable material and not regular trash. Having lived in one recently, I can tell you
not all of them are.

no single use plastic on campus at all!!!!

Thank you to those involved in the commitment to more sustainable practices at SDSU!!

Sustainability courses should be a requirement for general education.

not necessarily

Any additional thoughts/comments?

Make public transportation free for students and very cheap for non-students. That will encourage the use of it.

Nope.

No

N/A

no

When I was in the book store I speciﬁcally looked for recycled ﬁller paper, but couldn't ﬁnd any. It would be nice to have more options overall for choosing
sustainable products. However, I really appreciate all the eﬀorts undertaken thus far like solar panels, compost and recycle bins, food from our gardens,
etc

Having more green initiatives at school will help show people how to incorporate them into their life

No

No

No

None

THERMAL COMFORT IS A BIG PROBLEM AT SDSU:the fact that the classrooms feel like the artic is a major source for energy savings and less impact
overall

none

N/a

Better public transit to campus. Insentive to carpool

N/A

n/a

Our current president spent 162K on a inauguration, probably could’ve spent that money on some of these things.

None at the moment

N/A

Would like to know more about how students can add value to the Carbon Neutrality initiative by SDSU

Like we have the sexual consent act and test we should also have something about sustainability.

no additional thoughts

Any additional thoughts/comments?

Mention the eﬀects of overpopulation in these discussions.

No

I just transferred to SDSU, so I'm not too aware of the organizations just yet. But I'm looking forward to possibly learning about them sometime!

No

An on-campus thrift store would be AMAZING! When I saw that option I was ecstatic!!! Please make this happen

no

n/a

No

I think another initiative we could pursue is having the markets carry bulk item bins in order to reduce use of packaging for small quantities of food.

n/a

No

No

students taking online classes should be rewarded for having less enviro impact

I think Sdsu is doing a great job

N/A

Better information needs to be posted on the trash, landﬁll, and recycling containers. They are all often just used as trash cans because few people know
what csn go in each receptacle.

N/a

I'm not actually familiar with any of the organizations in question 21, but the form forced me to check at least one box to submit. I should mention that
my ignorance of those programs is probably not the school's fault -- I'm not often on campus and when I am it's nearly always conﬁned to the art
department.

N/A

N/A

None

It’s cool that Sdsu has lees certiﬁed buildings

N/A

Any additional thoughts/comments?

N/A

N/A

None

none

No comment.

n/a

No comment.

na

no

no

No

no

I fully support a more sustainable SDSU!

This campus really needs to do more. With the amount of people that are on campus, having students each get used to sustainable habits could really
make a diﬀerence.

United States

n/a

Implement new cans for mix material. For example: materials that can be recycle, but at the same time as material that cannot be recycle. Open a place
or spread knowledge of where to deposit old batteries that harm with their chemicals.

N/a

None

I would like to know more about a waste free lifestyle for college students

No

No

No

Any additional thoughts/comments?

No

No

no

Thank you for caring about the earth. I’m happy to be at a school that takes initiative regarding these issues. I would love to see more sustainable
options on campus.

Thanks for the survey!

nope

None :)

No

None right now

Thanks

N/a

n/a

No, thank you

No

Let’s save the planet

Recycling center on campus

N/A

N/a

I never considered having a reusable container program, and ﬁnd the idea to be a great one to implement!

No

Great initiative in spreading knowledge or the seeking of others to look into this. I appreciate the work being done but there is a lot more that could and
should be done on our campus !

Don’t use sustainability as a way to get more money from students, there’s a balance

Compostable utensils and food containers

Any additional thoughts/comments?

None.

I think there should be media initiatives to encourage reducing our one time plastic consumption. For example a hashtag like #BYOT bring your own
thermos

Should tell people how much carbon it takes to make reusable items compared to regular ones

n/a

I enjoyed taking this survey because it motivated me to become more aware about the environment.

I think it's important for students to know more about how to get involved in sustainability oﬀ campus, especially through workshops and networking
events.

shy away from buzzword trend based thinking and include sustainable thought into bedrock institutions of our community that will still be here in a
hundred years. make it translatable to all generations in the san diego community.

Sdsu should oﬀer more speciﬁc majors pertaining to the environment like environmental policy or environmental justice.

n/a

I like the idea of having a better environmental friendly campus

No

i would love more car electric chargers or i think if there was a supercharger on campus

nope!

N/A

no

N/a

N/a

No

N/A

No

Nope!

N/A

No

Any additional thoughts/comments?

none

More reﬁllable water bottle stations

No additional comments

no

Save the earth

The culture of SDSU is very wasteful and it will not change unless there is a change from higher up.

give us a lot of this stuﬀ for free, we’re college students so it’s harder for us to aﬀord to do all of this

none

No

No

n/a

Have a compost/food scrap drop-oﬀ program

No.

No

I've recently just lost my reusable water bottle and would really appreciate it if I didn't have to purchase another one.

More green food in campus

awesome

no.

N/A

no

I think it would nice for SDSU to allow for compost trash cans to be more places on campus instead of just in the student union.

No

I ﬁnd that SDSU has a large runoﬀ coeﬃcient due to it's extensive use of concrete and road. I recently have been to UC Davis who have a green
architecture design for their buildings and traﬃc areas.

N/A

Any additional thoughts/comments?

Nope I’m good

Please add more electric vehicle charging stations! Thank you!

I think SDSU should implement a composting program on campus—especially in bathrooms where paper towels can be composted.

I would love it if maybe at the beginning of each term they would explain the trash situation because I get very confused as to what to do with a dirty
carton of food like the plate from panda.

Make getting sustainable materials cheaper and more aﬀordable for people with lower income.

I’m currently enrolled in PHIL332

No

No

Thank you

I would love for there to be second hand stores. The bookstore is great but having a thrift store would be amazing and very convenient for students.

I was unaware of any of the campus sustainability organizations.

none

no

No

Investing in a composting infrastructure so food scraps from home may be composted.

Sustainability is the way the campus should go, but it shouldn’t cost the students higher tuition and fees.

United States

n/a

no

I want a Hydroﬂask please

None

NA

none

I would like to see SDSU be more green friendly by requiring all on campus restaurants to separate compost from recycling waste.

Any additional thoughts/comments?

no

Introduce more vegetarian/vegan restaurants

United States

I think the school should have more compost bins especially in the dorms because compost in wasteland is a huge factor in climate change and
greenhouse gases

Nope

no

Gandhian religious pluralism

None

United States

N/A

I think there should be student discounts for students who bring their own straws and utensils

No

Recycling doesn't really do anything, soo I really do collect my compost waste and skateboard to the union to dispose of it :)

thank you for making moves toward a more sustainable campus and future

nope

One important, under-addressed issue I learned about in my Gen 420 class last semester is how some people with disabilities require a plastic straw
(alternatives may not be options, e.g. metal can't handle hot liquids) and have faced discrimination because of it. While reducing single-plastic
consumption is imperative and the disability community is told they still have plastic straws available upon request, they shouldn’t have to face potential
judgment asking an able-bodied person every time they need the assistive tool. This is why I feel we should not have a full ban on straws on campus but
rather promote reusable straws at aﬀordable prices. Just a thought :)

None

Any eﬀort counts!

Thank you for the information, and best of luck with all the wonderful sustainability initiatives being put in place! Keep up the great work!

Nope

No

produce sold at Thursday farmers markets?

Any additional thoughts/comments?

None

no

no

The on-campus organizations should advertise more. I haven’t seen advertisements for them

No

Go green

Thift store sounds amazing

sometimes there are not enough power outlets at the 24/7 or sometimes they are not reachable when you are in some corners. Solar panels could help
with electricity in some portion.

No

Install charging stations in every carpark to help encourage widespread EV adoption.

I hope to see more public composting practices

We only have one planet (Mother Earth), let's love it and do our best to take good care of it like how we can care for ourselves.

n/a

No

No comments

less plastic use on campus!

n/a

None!

No

Nothing at this time

No

N/a

CAMPUS COMPOST INITIATIVE

I am a sustainability minor and would love to help decrease SDSU’s environmental impact!

Any additional thoughts/comments?

I look forward to seeing the results of the hard work ahead

no

keep up the good work! also don't forget to mention the dept. of environmental health and safety

More information sessions on sustainability

Thank you! :)

Hope to see more classes on what to recycle.

None

Informing the student population about sustainability is a good thing however it would be a bit impractical to try and incorporate its ideas in every class

No comments at this time.

N/A

n/a

N/A

Many people in the dorms do not know what is recyclable and not. Also the dorms do not keep recycling bins available at all times

N/A

I think SDSU is doing a good job - I just don't want sustainable eﬀorts to impact the already exorbitant student tuition. SDSU makes so much money
from donors, etc. - don't need to increase student fees for these good goals. Let's cold call some wealthy alumni and get them to donate to the oﬃce of
sustainability...not students that can barely aﬀord it as is. Somewhere around 30% of CSUs student population has or is currently going through food
insecurity. Why add to their burden. Many things at the university should not be funded via tuition and mandatory student fees.

none

N/A

No.

More bike/scooter/skateboard lanes is a fantastic idea

nope

I would like there to be more posters or advertisements of the programs on campus that deal with sustainability

n/a

No

Any additional thoughts/comments?

no

none

It would be cool if recycling bins were separated based on things like plastic, aluminum, etc.

Aquaponics

Oﬀer LEED Certiﬁcation courses for engineers.

It would be nice to have a greener campus. And I was not aware of anything on question 21

United States

Thanks :)

I appreciate SDSU’s involvement in sustainability.

none

Thank you!

I think food waste should be used to generate electricity.

No

no

United States

No

No

bring back bike/scooter-share programs

n/a

N/A

N/A

No

United States

Keep sdsu sustainable!

Any additional thoughts/comments?

Maybe don't print the Daily Aztec, I think that's a huge waste of paper and can easily be accessed via the internet, an app or a more enviornmentally
friendly way

Nope!

N/A

no

No

I would like to see more reusable options available in the dining areas, such as Vinnie’s reusable plates in East Commons. Also, make it more publicly
known that students can use and bring reusables, like thermoses for the soups at Aztec Market in East Commons.

Make more sustainable food options cheaper for students than unhealthy processed foods.

N.a

None

Though I agree that tuition to be increased if it means having unlimited access of MTS transportation and more available bus routes, I believe that
parking permits prices should stay the same. Thank you for everything!

It would be nice for sustainability to be talked about more on campus.

NA

no

Speaking about it is the ﬁrst step

No

Sustainability is truly important, but let's not act like individual impact holds anything against the damage capitalism and corporations have caused.
Environmental capitalism isn't possible because the system will always require mass production for the sake of proﬁt and as long as oil/coal/plastic execs
have power the problem won't be ﬁxed. Also veganism isn't the answer because many resources used to make vegan alternatives are just as
unsustainable. I could really go on, but yeah if the environmentalism being sold doesn't come with radical economic revolution then it's not the one I'm
supporting

No

No

none :)

No

N/A

More recycled materials

Any additional thoughts/comments?

More promotion for everything that has to do with the environment and how to be a better person for the environment

I thought this was an informative survey.

No.

No

Love to see a few Ge classes in sustainability

SDSU is the best in sustainability.

No

n/a

None

Make student organizations supporting sustainability more well-known and advertised

No

NA

green is right

N/A

I admire all of the eﬀorts being made now!

No.

N/a

n/a

Coming from New York, I have found there is much more emphasis placed on climate change here which is reassuring but we can always wish for more!

N/A

I've mostly noticed that recycling bins on campus don't accept paper. We all have so much paper to throw away! I would like to know where to recycle it
besides the dumpster in the art department!

None

no

No

Any additional thoughts/comments?

it's nice to see that it matters to SDSU

None. Thank you!

Nope

although sustainability isn't detrimental to my life I do believe it is important to make contributions to make the world a better place

I didn't know any of the selections on Q21, but it required that I select one to submit.

BCB coﬀee and Starbucks should give some discount for those who have reusable tumblers

no :)

none!

na

nope

N/A

None

Less plastic will help a lot

Nope

No

No

Share how Master students can hear and learn more about the programs/resources, information related to sustainability on campus.

n/a

I want to be clear on what you can and cannot recycle

poor communities will be forced to change before higher income communities

No

N/A

Im ﬁne with a class teaching sustainability, but i dont want any more GE requirements. I would only take it if it fulﬁlled one of my current requirements

No

Any additional thoughts/comments?

N/a

None

Green stuﬀ is cool

No :)

Using locally sourced products reduces green house gas emissions from shipping and supports local businesses. I would like to see more locally sourced
produce and restaurants on campus instead of huge chain restaurants.

Less single use plastic use on campus.

N/A

No

No

n/a

Everyone keeps going to the importance of single use plastics but we never talk about how quality in our items are constantly falling and planned
obsolesnce is an actual issue that causes serious enviromental risks. We don't talk about quality items that could prevent single use or cheap items,
which can prevent the carbon/waste footprint.

Improving the shop rag system would make art classes more sustainable

I want feedback on my wrong answers

Incorporating and raising awareness on environmental justice issues. SDSU sources materials more fairly and ethically making it a priority to consider
ethically buying practices.

no

United States

n/a

N/A

N/A

There should be a service for renting bikes on campus

na

N/A

List explicitly what should be recycled/what should not

Any additional thoughts/comments?

no :)

I really love the green week and things like it that allow me to ﬁnd ways to get involved with sustainability on campus

No :)

We’re going a good job being green

No

None

N/A

none at the moment

The business school really needs to incorporate sustainability and climate change into their courses. It's unethical to take about proﬁt and capitalism
without talking about the environmental eﬀects. Prof. Showghi does a great job of talking about corporate responsibility!

We need more electric vehicle charging stations. Especially in every parking lot

N/A

Thank you and please continue promoting the progress of our environment.

Reducing the amount of paper textbooks and paper packets professors require for materials should be reduced.

no

None

Using the compost in the compost bins instead of throwing it away.

none

The ﬂeet of gas-powered vehicles on campus needs to be steadily replaced by EVs.

None

Thank you and i hope for a world that cares about all of these so we can save it. we are only citizens on earth and need to protect it for future.

Nope

Thank you for this initiative!

Maybe implement BYO containers at restaurants. & at the market make sure the grab to go items are using compostable materials instead of plastic

N/A

Any additional thoughts/comments?

More signs that educate people walking by

N/A

No

No thanks

As a freshman on campus and doing all of my eating via meal plan, I ﬁnd it hard to avoid one time use plates, containers and silverware at most of the
dining options. I would like to see the campus get as free from one-time use plastics as possible, and absolutely no styrofoam.

None

It may be good to provide a direct incentive to students who are more sustainable

I love the idea of more gardens. I enjoy being surrounded by nature. I wish there were more sustainability activities in my campus

Add Sdsu.se@gmail.com to your newsletter

I think SDSU should reduce its use of plastics that are not reusable.

N/a

Greenfest seems like an amazing organization that I had wished I joined

Nope

No

When thinking sustainable, please consider the impact on the disabled community and consult with them ﬁrst. Do not shame people for things like pads,
diapers, straws, that they need for their medical condition or disability.

More green activitys

Nope

No

No

no

No

I think that making more bike lanes would promote less cats around campus.

No

Any additional thoughts/comments?

Go green

sustainability is important

I think this survey alone will help individuals become more aware of their impact on the environment

No

Super excited to continue to see new changes implemented to the SDSU campus

United States

buses fare

n/a

N/A

No

Glad that sustainability is being incorporated into our campus curriculum/ culture.

no

Nope

N/A

N/A

More promotion of MTS/trolley and any related cost reduction policies are the area the school is lacking the most.

no

No

No

Restaurants using environmental friendly products

would be interested in learning more about this

SDSU should do everything in its power to inform the students on how to act more sustainable. Many people are unaware and more programs should be
FORCED to make students learn and change.

Nope

BERNIE 2020!

Any additional thoughts/comments?

no

n/a

N/A

Na

Have being sustainable more aﬀordable

N/A

Na

I believe SDSU is going in the right direction with sustainability practices and I hope they continue adopting more practices in the coming years.
Sustainability is a slow process but it is better that we are thinking about it now than later.

N/a.

None

nope

No

N/A

-

More bike lanes would be nice!

I think more near campus transportation like within a 1 mile radius would stop a lot of people from needing to drive to school as it's just too far to walk,
but easily could be ﬁxed by expanding the red and black shuttle. And also a bus to MBAC would be nice.

No

N/A

I never notices how green our campus was until i read this survey and realized that we do a lot to keep a sustainable campus.

N/A

No

Nothing else!

NO

Any additional thoughts/comments?

The campus should host more greenfest events.

nope

N/a

Changing transportation patterns (i.e. free MTS pass) would make a large diﬀerence in my behavior as a student of SDSU and a resident of San Diego.
Becoming zero waste would also be a huge accomplishment and goal I would want to participate in.

Change

give back more to the students

Sustanability is life.

No

Go green

I hope SDSU consider's more restaurants that cater to those with plant based diets.

SDSU seems to be making good decisions to date regarding sustainability but we can always do better

I think SDSU should deﬁnitely have a deal with reuse containers with all of the restaurants on campus. Even if it is just a discount on your meal. So many
to go bags and containers are used daily due to meal plan.

I think there should be some sustainability labs

none

Nah

None.

Sustainability is an important theme that should be better explored and invested into at SDSU

No

no

No

Every student should be taught in their ﬁrst day of class how to dispose of their waste in the appropriate bins in order to eﬀectively spread the message

Nope

Better water-wise appliances should be installed on campus

Any additional thoughts/comments?

Emphasize how SDSU students can vote for progressive climate/environmental policy

nope

N/A

SDSu should have cooperative endeavor

Sustainable energy is not the best way to do things. Solar panels cost more carbon being released than nuclear energy plus doesnt destroy the landscape
we are trying to save like wind energy. For the UK to be fully powered by solar, wind, and water powered energy they would have to cover 1/2 of the
open land and put a 1/4 mile of turbines around the whole coast. Nuclear or geothermal energy should be researched before using solar and wind

I would love to see less plastic. As a college student we care so much about convenience and less about something like zero waste because it’s too
“hard” or people “don’t have the time” if we switch out plastics at school students won’t have a choice and they be will be more likely to look into
sustainability.

We still have a long way to go, but I'm thankful for the sustainability advocates on campus for championing these initiatives!

No

shift some money in the university budget towards re-insulating major electrical lines in high-power-demand buildings.

No

None

No thank you

NA

no

No

Protect the planet at all costs!

n/a

This is a VITAL issue that should be at the forefront of all decisions made by the university. Also, why don't you promote composting?

No

I think it's really important to make sure that people know what SDSU is doing to make our world more sustainable and at the very least, make sure that
people know what everything means, for example, sustainability, environmental justice, etc.

no

THRIFT STORES ON CAMPUS AFFORDABLE CLOTHING AND FOOD FOR STUDENTS ON CAMPUS STOP RACKING UP THE PRICES ON CAMPUS

Any additional thoughts/comments?

n/a

Less construction on campus that’s not sustainably conscious

none

Would love for the idea of sustainability to be more-widespread, with more education on it.

No

no

It’s a complicated subject but students should be educated in how to take action in addition to discussing topics of sustainability.

no

No

None

no

n/a

I don’t have additional comments.

No

I'm trying to go zero waste but don't know how to start

Build new campus sustainably

Nope <3

No

None

no

Bring back bike/scooter-share programs!!

N/A

N/a

United States

Any additional thoughts/comments?

I’d like to know more about the sustainability-related organizations we have here on campus

I really enjoyed this survey

N/A

SDSU has a lot of great green resources.

No additional comments

N/A

N/A

None, thanks !

No

N/a

n/a

No comments

n/a

I’m glad this is available!

Nope

More aﬀordable electric car chargers around campus

N/A

I am proud of the initiative that SDSU is making in regards to creating a green-campus. I think that the more that sustainability information is accessible,
the more students and faculty will get more involved on campus and outside of campus.

no

n.a

Farmers market should have more vendors not just food trucks

no

Go green! Go Aztecs!

No.

Any additional thoughts/comments?

No

no

United States

No

No

More compositing in dorms

N/a

None

no

No further comments

We should encourage bringing reusable utensils and reducing plastic ones by oﬀering a small discount to campus meals.

nope

No

No

No

no

No

N/A

no!

N/A

Nahh

None

N/A

N/A

Any additional thoughts/comments?

An on campus thrift store would be amazing!!

N/A

I wish the restaurants on campus didn’t give us food in single use containers.

I appreciate that our university is playing it’s part in helping our planet stay green especially at a time when change is crucial to the survival of our planet.

Not familiar with any sustainability orgs on campus, but was forced to give an answer.

No

United States

How can I get more involved in these sustainability programs on campus?

No

n/a

N/a

no

N/a

None

No

should be a required awareness

We need more programs and clubs that actually make an impact on this campus and make real change

Nope

na

N/A

I think there needs to be more sustainability actions made that everyone can get behind. There are some sustainability actions that not many people
want to or have the abillity to get behind so i think the ﬁrst step is ﬁnding innitiatives that more people can be included in.

I would like a hydroﬂask.

N/A

Add more water ﬁlling stations

Any additional thoughts/comments?

None

N/a

As an environmental science major and member of (potential) member of Epsilon Eta, I believe SDSU's environmental practices are paramount to student
satisfaction with campus policies as well as our responsibility to protect the environment.

none

No

no

No

Sustainability is extremely important for the planet and our future. Thank you for spreading the message!

Not at this time.

no

Since coming to Sdsu I have become so much more aware of sustainability and have changed my life to be more eco friendly. I am vegan now for
sustainable reasons for the environment and my own health. I only try to eat at restaurants that I know sustainably source their foods and products. I am
a huge advocate for my friends to be more sustainable as well

None

Mts passes should be free or cost less

no

no

No

Ban all the plastic straws

I think a lot of green programs and climate activists are going in the wrong direction In their endeavors. People need to be incentivized to pursue eco
friendly habits. I think organizations should focus more on how to make it in citizen’s interest to pursue these methods, as opposed to simply asking
them to be eco friendly out of the good of their hearts.

N/a

Overall, I don’t know much about sustainability but the way I get most informed is through email announcements so if emails about it were sent out, I’d
be more likely to read and learn more

Deﬁnitely am for a campus thrift store

nope

Any additional thoughts/comments?

Thank you for the informative survey

N/A

Who are you guys having for the greenfest concert?

Nope

No

Sustainability is deﬁnitely a way to make full use of our sources

Nop

Encorporating degraable materials at the Aztec Market.

No

na

An on campus thrift store is a great idea!

n/a

N/a

more water bottle ﬁlling stations!

N/A

n/a

n/a

Great survey I learned a lot about the enviroment substaInabillity here at San Diego State University.

thanks

n/a

No

Less traﬃc

Sustainability scholarships

More solar panels!

Any additional thoughts/comments?

I am too working toward a more sustainable lifestyle and it’s nice to see the changes SDSU is implementing.

N/A

United States

Nope

No

NA

no

More thtough pictures on top of trash and recycle bins

None

N/a

keep up the good work

No

I think this is great for improving sustainability at SDSU

All my questions were answered through the quiz

Not at this time.

Love that you are taking all these surveys into consideration.

I think it is important to take action to protect the environment now

None

When freshmen are forced to be on meal plan, dont make every single meal have a ridiculous amount of waste. One speciﬁc example is at utk,
particularly with the fruit cups

no

no

I hope that this includes the imperial valley campus as well

Less single use plastics on campus!!! Signs for waste on the Starbucks trash cans

Any additional thoughts/comments?

The utensils available on campus are not sustainable and adding an additional fee to them is not ththe solution. There are biodegradable utensils
commercially available. Please look into those.

Thanks for teaching me something new!

N/A

Nope!

Plastic forks in the market?? Take em away

No

NA

I never heard of associations that support sustainability

None

None.

The schools restaurants should start allowing students to use their own containers to reduce waste

Nope! :)

None

None

None

No

I don’t have any

I think it would be a good idea to send emails about sustainability related topics.

No additional thoughts/comments.

Price reduction on MTS pass

No

Q21 wouldn't let me check none but I haven't heard of any of the listed organizations

No

Have signs above receives that says what can be recycled.

Any additional thoughts/comments?

More big scale recycling events where students can’t bring in their materials

No

n/a

Using the MTS for anything more than going to Fashion Valley is unrealistic as the transite system (bus and trolley) are really bad as far as public
transportation systems go, compared to the ones of other cities, both in price and reach/destinations

We should really push for a more green campus

no

No

N/A

n/a

The cafeteria and stores oﬀer lots of waste, even sauce packets could do better in a big container to cut plastic sauce packets out of the equation

please make mts passes free for students

Not many bikes are used on campus so I don’t think they are necessary

There is no planet B

N/a

I love the initiatives SDSU has worked toward and the growth the campus has made toward being more sustainable.

Nope

Thank you very much for taking initiatives and survey for keeping our environments and campus surrounding healthy. Have a great day!

Nope!

Many people do not know much about this subject

N/a

no

nonen

no

Any additional thoughts/comments?

No

N/A

No

Nope

No :)

n/a

nope

nope

No. Thank you

No

yes, thrifting clothes instead of purchasing new clothes helps the environment by curving the demand for new clothes which the climate erosion caused
by cloth manufacturing but I dont think a thirft store on campus would be a good use of CSU funds which is why I checked all boxes on q28 except that
one.

n/a

Nope :)

I don't think all classes can have principles of sustainability.

None

make it easier, and cheaper for students to reduce their impact

none

I would like to see envirnmental issues being addressed on a cross-dicipline basis. For example: Students of architecture partnering with engineering and
biological sciences to create innovative green energy buildings.

No

no

No

Students need to be educated more on sustainability and issues with climate change and pollution.

N/A

Any additional thoughts/comments?

Na

None

Thank you for this :)

N/A

I’d love to see more charging stations that are closer to campus and/or at least 4 in the main parking structures aka PS 1 as well as PS12 which has
unmarked EV stations so they’re occupied by non EVs

SDSU IS SUSTAINABILITY

N/A

None I love this!

Great survey.

No

No

Thank you for doing this

N/a

Waste management

no thank you

None

making sustainability and important theme throughout all departments in the school

I hope that we can help towards a better future

Educate more people on this problems

Nope :)

United States

No

No

no

Any additional thoughts/comments?

On campus residents should be rewarded for using less than their cap on water/power consumption to promote only using what is needed instead of what
is allowed.

No

N/A

No thank you

No

an open garden where we can have animals play would be nice to see. Since the ﬁeld by calpulli is now turf.

Thank you for making this survey !

Keep spreading the word on sustainability on campus!

NA

No

I am looking forward to more sustainability related events on campus!

as an environmental science major, i think this survey is awesome! hope this leads to better practices!

great survey!

United States

N/A

N/a

We need to stop the use of all single use plastics from SDSU restaurants.

N/a

Ban single-use plastic cups on campus please

Thank you for your eﬀorts in caring about the environment

you could promote the use of reusable food containers and utensils by giving a place to wash the dish within cafeterias

No

No

Any additional thoughts/comments?

I think SDSU is moving forward in a positive direction towards a greener future and I genuinely appreciate the eﬀorts. It shows the school is aware of
these issues and how passionate the student body is about environmental health. Please continue the great work!

no comment

Free charging for EV. we can't aﬀord it!

/

No

Incorporating as many partners or stakeholders on campus including departments that may not seem to be related to sustainability would increase buy in
and potential ideas

NA

No

No

I'd like to see more vegetarian options on campus

N/A

Thank you for your impacts!

no

No

No

elevate the sustainability oﬃcer to a more powerful position!

N/A

I love sustainability!

n/a

No

It would be great if SDSU students decreased the use of cars and relied more on cycling or other methods of transportation.

NA

More awareness

Any additional thoughts/comments?

Ready to make a change!

No

N/A

No

N/a

n/a

N/A

Thank you for your eﬀorts!

N/A

Nope :)

I fully support subsidizing student transit passes! During my undergrad at UCSD, I had a free transit sticker and it really changed my behavior, even after
I graduated. The program was hugely popular among students and staﬀ. While at UCSD it was the norm, I have yet to meet another student at SDSU
who has bought the discounted student pass.

No

No

Na

On campus thrift store sounds amazing

if there is a will there is a way

No

NA

No

SDSU is heading in the right direction but isn’t there yet

No

N/A

n/a

Any additional thoughts/comments?

No

no

This has made me more aware of how green SDSU campus can be.

Nope

NA

No

I didn't like that I was forced to answer all the questions when I had no answer for some.

nil

No

no

I'd like to be involved in sustainability programs

None

N/A

A janitor told me all the recycling and garbage on campus gets mixed up and goes to the same place. Yikes!

N/A

n/a

Very informative/Tried best to answer questions

no

None

A

no

I believe people should gain a further understanding of the scientiﬁc and engineering principles that govern sustainable energy sources such as Solar, as
to eliminate ignorance and promote an honest dialogue.

nope

No, would like an option to put “I don’t know”

Any additional thoughts/comments?

n/a

N/A

Any additional thoughts/comments?

United States

no

No

N/A

United States

No

no

no

no

No

N/A

I love how active the campus is on sustainability

N/A

It would be cool if maybe some sustainability orgs did walk-arounds or something because I feel like a lot of people value sustainability but don’t
necessarily join organizations if they aren’t super sustainable themselves

Nope

Nope :)

The programs at SDSU are amazing starting point but we should look at it as the potential to grow into a fully sustainable campus

I love you Gener and McKenna!

no

Make SDSU Sustainable!!!!

Any additional thoughts/comments?

I wish I was more knowledgeable about these topics

I’m a big supporter of the universal transit pass idea and increased bike lanes. Also, more shade trees and less palm trees. They’re great carbon sinks
and the campus is too hot as it is.

Awesome survey. Didn’t realize how much I don’t know about the eﬀorts my school makes.

I think the thrift store should allow students to donate their clothes while being able to purchase others.

Nope! Thanks

I like this initiative.

United States

More discounts if you use reusable products

I would love to learn more about sustainability thank you

United States

Anything to be more sustainable is important

N/A

N/A

Would be nice to have sustainable tour

Go green!

N/A

United States

I think there should be more curriculum on sustainability

Great survey!

The infrastructure around SDSU for active modes of transportation is limited and encourages automobile use

Thank you for providing this survey about an important cause :)

No

On campus thrift store & sustainable items sounds amazing!

None

Any additional thoughts/comments?

I think it's important to make it clear to people that environmental issues seriously eﬀect human lives, and that sustainability isn't just about saving
turtles.

none

Compared to other campuses, I am very happy about how sustainable our campus is striving to be.

no

No

College atheletics are superﬂuous. Building a stadium in a ﬂood plain is not a part of good sustainable planning. Spend that money on solar panels. Now.

I was not really familiar with sustainability orgs on campus but I chose one because it was required

No

N/A

put an ad in the koala everybody reads it

I work in the oil & gas industry. I need oil & gas to thrive to keep my job.. we use natural gas in our products, which is clean.

No additional comments

Do they need to light up buildings all night? I feel they can minimize the energy at night.

I love greenfest!

i used to be an allie. But the way you approach very single issue is a turn oﬀ. You waited too long to take action. Now you want to have revolutions on
every single front. You are going to see a gigantic backlash against you trying to force feed people kale. Start with realistic goals that are achievable. You
waited. It's your problem. Not all of ours.

Great survey! Is this sent to all students?

no

None

Plant more fruit trees and veggies.

What stops me from investing in sustainable products is that even though many are durable, I can’t aﬀord it the ﬁrst time around.

Thanks for the survey, keep up the great work!

thanks!

Ban all plastic on campus please!

Any additional thoughts/comments?

No

no

n/a

Thank you for trying to keep our campus environmentaly friendly

I would consider supporting a universal transit pass that would provide unlimited public transit access and additional bus routes through an increase in
student fees. I would support this only if they had services that ran later in the evenings and early mornings.

paperless classes would be great and might be cheaper for students

Thanks state

No

Nope.

N/A

I would like to see these initiatives continue and gain more popularity

I really enjoyed taking a sustainability class and found it has greatly shaped my lifestyle since, because of this I believe we should work toward a
requirement that every student needs to take one sustainability class in their 4 years here. Not only would this be another way to bond with classmates
but could change a whole population's lifestyles.

It is interesting that the question of whether or not to incorporate climate change awareness/education in courses is a question. I am a little concerned
about this, yes this is an issue that needs to be addressed now, but the objective isn't to forcefully turn students to realize this issue, the outcome of this
will prove problematic and the movement will have less support. I think the goals presented in this survey are wonderful, I would like to see more gardens
and green events on campus.

No

Nope all good

none

None

No

If I recall correctly, there are some fast food restaurants on campus that have sustainable or compostable containers, but how can it be guaranteed that
they are being thrown away in the correct bin instead of being tossed in trash to go to the landﬁll?

none

More water bottle reﬁll stations around campus.

This is a great initiative to bring awareness.

Any additional thoughts/comments?

N/A

No

no this is cool tho

none

I'm very happy the sustainability program is around! I did not know about some of the organizations; I want to join some of them now.

The MTS pass is still fairly expensive. I would be more encouraged to take public transportation instead of drive if it were signiﬁcantly cheaper than the
parking pass.

United States

no

United States

Public transportation should be free for students and on campus workers (staﬀ, faculty, lecturers)

None

n/a

No

oﬀer more GE's that relate to sustainability

United States

Although we could do better, I do think compared to other colleges in other states SDSU is really leading the way with sustainability! :)

No

no

Good work!

No

n/a

Great survey, very interesting concepts and proposals

N/A

Nope

Any additional thoughts/comments?

Nope.

NA thank you

Make the change!

I hope we're not too late.

n/a

NA

I would like to see more SDSU-funded programs to help students with sustainability. I think that the school is wealthy enough that it should be more to
directly aid students, rather than increasing student fees or relying on student donations.

I appreciate the eﬀorts of organizations at SDSU for pushing for sustainability goals. However, I feel that as students we are highly misinformed about
this topic.

not at the moment

This has been, and still is, a preventable/reversible issue; however, not for very much longer. For the sake of, idk, 96% of the global population's life, we
gotta get our act together @presidentcheeto

I don’t think sourcing materials would increase usage of new utensils/reusable items because some people have a stigma against recycled materials
(someone else used it!). I feel like keeping it a secret (unless asked) will make people used to these new materials, and eventually we could label the
sources. It would be a “Oh, I didn’t notice they’re basically the same thing.” type of reaction. In my experience, a lot of people I know hate paper straws,
including me, so trying to hide this fact might be beneﬁcial.

None

Thank you

No

I'd like the same sustainability eﬀort to be put into the east campus. We just got our ﬁrst water-ﬁlling station. Ever.

No.

nope

no

Na

The idea of using public transportation is great. I would be willing to use it if the city did more to clean it up and make it rideable. As it is now it is dirty
and unsafe, and I think this is a deterrent for a lot of people. The city needs to take more responsibility for creating opportunities for people to be
environmentally conscious, because sometimes it just isn't practical.

Plant your own garden mini area for each students

Any additional thoughts/comments?

Go Green!

I hope I'll be able to see the correct answers once I submit this, as that's kind of the point of me answering the questions, so I can learn :)

no

No comment

no comments or thoughts

Is GreenLove open to all students? How do I join?

add sensor lights in the classrooms or make sure professors turn oﬀ the lights when living the classroom.

Not at this time

no

None

n/a

None

Although the school has recycling containers right next to trash containers, students do not use them. They too often still throw everything in the trash
container. It is heartbreaking. People in college don’t know or even care to recycle. That is a big problem!

I think a basic intro to sustainability class should be required as a graduation requirement for all majors.

No

Need more exposure on campus

N/A

better education on composting, recycling etc

You should have all restaurants on campus create a sign showing customers which containers they leave with that are recyclable. You should also verify
that on-campus housing facilities are using their recycle trash bins for recyclable material and not regular trash. Having lived in one recently, I can tell you
not all of them are.

no single use plastic on campus at all!!!!

Thank you to those involved in the commitment to more sustainable practices at SDSU!!

Sustainability courses should be a requirement for general education.

not necessarily

Any additional thoughts/comments?

Make public transportation free for students and very cheap for non-students. That will encourage the use of it.

Nope.

No

N/A

no

When I was in the book store I speciﬁcally looked for recycled ﬁller paper, but couldn't ﬁnd any. It would be nice to have more options overall for choosing
sustainable products. However, I really appreciate all the eﬀorts undertaken thus far like solar panels, compost and recycle bins, food from our gardens,
etc

Having more green initiatives at school will help show people how to incorporate them into their life

No

No

No

None

THERMAL COMFORT IS A BIG PROBLEM AT SDSU:the fact that the classrooms feel like the artic is a major source for energy savings and less impact
overall

none

N/a

Better public transit to campus. Insentive to carpool

N/A

n/a

Our current president spent 162K on a inauguration, probably could’ve spent that money on some of these things.

None at the moment

N/A

Would like to know more about how students can add value to the Carbon Neutrality initiative by SDSU

Like we have the sexual consent act and test we should also have something about sustainability.

no additional thoughts

Any additional thoughts/comments?

Mention the eﬀects of overpopulation in these discussions.

No

I just transferred to SDSU, so I'm not too aware of the organizations just yet. But I'm looking forward to possibly learning about them sometime!

No

An on-campus thrift store would be AMAZING! When I saw that option I was ecstatic!!! Please make this happen

no

n/a

No

I think another initiative we could pursue is having the markets carry bulk item bins in order to reduce use of packaging for small quantities of food.

n/a

No

No

students taking online classes should be rewarded for having less enviro impact

I think Sdsu is doing a great job

N/A

Better information needs to be posted on the trash, landﬁll, and recycling containers. They are all often just used as trash cans because few people know
what csn go in each receptacle.

N/a

I'm not actually familiar with any of the organizations in question 21, but the form forced me to check at least one box to submit. I should mention that
my ignorance of those programs is probably not the school's fault -- I'm not often on campus and when I am it's nearly always conﬁned to the art
department.

N/A

N/A

None

It’s cool that Sdsu has lees certiﬁed buildings

N/A

Any additional thoughts/comments?

N/A

N/A

None

none

No comment.

n/a

No comment.

na

no

no

No

no

I fully support a more sustainable SDSU!

This campus really needs to do more. With the amount of people that are on campus, having students each get used to sustainable habits could really
make a diﬀerence.

United States

n/a

Implement new cans for mix material. For example: materials that can be recycle, but at the same time as material that cannot be recycle. Open a place
or spread knowledge of where to deposit old batteries that harm with their chemicals.

N/a

None

I would like to know more about a waste free lifestyle for college students

No

No

No

Any additional thoughts/comments?

No

No

no

Thank you for caring about the earth. I’m happy to be at a school that takes initiative regarding these issues. I would love to see more sustainable
options on campus.

Thanks for the survey!

nope

None :)

No

None right now

Thanks

N/a

n/a

No, thank you

No

Let’s save the planet

Recycling center on campus

N/A

N/a

I never considered having a reusable container program, and ﬁnd the idea to be a great one to implement!

No

Great initiative in spreading knowledge or the seeking of others to look into this. I appreciate the work being done but there is a lot more that could and
should be done on our campus !

Don’t use sustainability as a way to get more money from students, there’s a balance

Compostable utensils and food containers

Any additional thoughts/comments?

None.

I think there should be media initiatives to encourage reducing our one time plastic consumption. For example a hashtag like #BYOT bring your own
thermos

Should tell people how much carbon it takes to make reusable items compared to regular ones

n/a

I enjoyed taking this survey because it motivated me to become more aware about the environment.

I think it's important for students to know more about how to get involved in sustainability oﬀ campus, especially through workshops and networking
events.

shy away from buzzword trend based thinking and include sustainable thought into bedrock institutions of our community that will still be here in a
hundred years. make it translatable to all generations in the san diego community.

Sdsu should oﬀer more speciﬁc majors pertaining to the environment like environmental policy or environmental justice.

n/a

I like the idea of having a better environmental friendly campus

No

i would love more car electric chargers or i think if there was a supercharger on campus

nope!

N/A

no

N/a

N/a

No

N/A

No

Nope!

N/A

No

Any additional thoughts/comments?

none

More reﬁllable water bottle stations

No additional comments

no

Save the earth

The culture of SDSU is very wasteful and it will not change unless there is a change from higher up.

give us a lot of this stuﬀ for free, we’re college students so it’s harder for us to aﬀord to do all of this

none

No

No

n/a

Have a compost/food scrap drop-oﬀ program

No.

No

I've recently just lost my reusable water bottle and would really appreciate it if I didn't have to purchase another one.

More green food in campus

awesome

no.

N/A

no

I think it would nice for SDSU to allow for compost trash cans to be more places on campus instead of just in the student union.

No

I ﬁnd that SDSU has a large runoﬀ coeﬃcient due to it's extensive use of concrete and road. I recently have been to UC Davis who have a green
architecture design for their buildings and traﬃc areas.

N/A

Any additional thoughts/comments?

Nope I’m good

Please add more electric vehicle charging stations! Thank you!

I think SDSU should implement a composting program on campus—especially in bathrooms where paper towels can be composted.

I would love it if maybe at the beginning of each term they would explain the trash situation because I get very confused as to what to do with a dirty
carton of food like the plate from panda.

Make getting sustainable materials cheaper and more aﬀordable for people with lower income.

I’m currently enrolled in PHIL332

No

No

Thank you

I would love for there to be second hand stores. The bookstore is great but having a thrift store would be amazing and very convenient for students.

I was unaware of any of the campus sustainability organizations.

none

no

No

Investing in a composting infrastructure so food scraps from home may be composted.

Sustainability is the way the campus should go, but it shouldn’t cost the students higher tuition and fees.

United States

n/a

no

I want a Hydroﬂask please

None

NA

none

I would like to see SDSU be more green friendly by requiring all on campus restaurants to separate compost from recycling waste.

Any additional thoughts/comments?

no

Introduce more vegetarian/vegan restaurants

United States

I think the school should have more compost bins especially in the dorms because compost in wasteland is a huge factor in climate change and
greenhouse gases

Nope

no

Gandhian religious pluralism

None

United States

N/A

I think there should be student discounts for students who bring their own straws and utensils

No

Recycling doesn't really do anything, soo I really do collect my compost waste and skateboard to the union to dispose of it :)

thank you for making moves toward a more sustainable campus and future

nope

One important, under-addressed issue I learned about in my Gen 420 class last semester is how some people with disabilities require a plastic straw
(alternatives may not be options, e.g. metal can't handle hot liquids) and have faced discrimination because of it. While reducing single-plastic
consumption is imperative and the disability community is told they still have plastic straws available upon request, they shouldn’t have to face potential
judgment asking an able-bodied person every time they need the assistive tool. This is why I feel we should not have a full ban on straws on campus but
rather promote reusable straws at aﬀordable prices. Just a thought :)

None

Any eﬀort counts!

Thank you for the information, and best of luck with all the wonderful sustainability initiatives being put in place! Keep up the great work!

Nope

No

produce sold at Thursday farmers markets?

Any additional thoughts/comments?

None

no

no

The on-campus organizations should advertise more. I haven’t seen advertisements for them

No

Go green

Thift store sounds amazing

sometimes there are not enough power outlets at the 24/7 or sometimes they are not reachable when you are in some corners. Solar panels could help
with electricity in some portion.

No

Install charging stations in every carpark to help encourage widespread EV adoption.

I hope to see more public composting practices

We only have one planet (Mother Earth), let's love it and do our best to take good care of it like how we can care for ourselves.

n/a

No

No comments

less plastic use on campus!

n/a

None!

No

Nothing at this time

No

N/a

CAMPUS COMPOST INITIATIVE

I am a sustainability minor and would love to help decrease SDSU’s environmental impact!

Any additional thoughts/comments?

I look forward to seeing the results of the hard work ahead

no

keep up the good work! also don't forget to mention the dept. of environmental health and safety

More information sessions on sustainability

Thank you! :)

Hope to see more classes on what to recycle.

None

Informing the student population about sustainability is a good thing however it would be a bit impractical to try and incorporate its ideas in every class

No comments at this time.

N/A

n/a

N/A

Many people in the dorms do not know what is recyclable and not. Also the dorms do not keep recycling bins available at all times

N/A

I think SDSU is doing a good job - I just don't want sustainable eﬀorts to impact the already exorbitant student tuition. SDSU makes so much money
from donors, etc. - don't need to increase student fees for these good goals. Let's cold call some wealthy alumni and get them to donate to the oﬃce of
sustainability...not students that can barely aﬀord it as is. Somewhere around 30% of CSUs student population has or is currently going through food
insecurity. Why add to their burden. Many things at the university should not be funded via tuition and mandatory student fees.

none

N/A

No.

More bike/scooter/skateboard lanes is a fantastic idea

nope

I would like there to be more posters or advertisements of the programs on campus that deal with sustainability

n/a

No

Any additional thoughts/comments?

no

none

It would be cool if recycling bins were separated based on things like plastic, aluminum, etc.

Aquaponics

Oﬀer LEED Certiﬁcation courses for engineers.

It would be nice to have a greener campus. And I was not aware of anything on question 21

United States

Thanks :)

I appreciate SDSU’s involvement in sustainability.

none

Thank you!

I think food waste should be used to generate electricity.

No

no

United States

No

No

bring back bike/scooter-share programs

n/a

N/A

N/A

No

United States

Keep sdsu sustainable!

Any additional thoughts/comments?

Maybe don't print the Daily Aztec, I think that's a huge waste of paper and can easily be accessed via the internet, an app or a more enviornmentally
friendly way

Nope!

N/A

no

No

I would like to see more reusable options available in the dining areas, such as Vinnie’s reusable plates in East Commons. Also, make it more publicly
known that students can use and bring reusables, like thermoses for the soups at Aztec Market in East Commons.

Make more sustainable food options cheaper for students than unhealthy processed foods.

N.a

None

Though I agree that tuition to be increased if it means having unlimited access of MTS transportation and more available bus routes, I believe that
parking permits prices should stay the same. Thank you for everything!

It would be nice for sustainability to be talked about more on campus.

NA

no

Speaking about it is the ﬁrst step

No

Sustainability is truly important, but let's not act like individual impact holds anything against the damage capitalism and corporations have caused.
Environmental capitalism isn't possible because the system will always require mass production for the sake of proﬁt and as long as oil/coal/plastic execs
have power the problem won't be ﬁxed. Also veganism isn't the answer because many resources used to make vegan alternatives are just as
unsustainable. I could really go on, but yeah if the environmentalism being sold doesn't come with radical economic revolution then it's not the one I'm
supporting

No

No

none :)

No

N/A

More recycled materials

Any additional thoughts/comments?

More promotion for everything that has to do with the environment and how to be a better person for the environment

I thought this was an informative survey.

No.

No

Love to see a few Ge classes in sustainability

SDSU is the best in sustainability.

No

n/a

None

Make student organizations supporting sustainability more well-known and advertised

No

NA

green is right

N/A

I admire all of the eﬀorts being made now!

No.

N/a

n/a

Coming from New York, I have found there is much more emphasis placed on climate change here which is reassuring but we can always wish for more!

N/A

I've mostly noticed that recycling bins on campus don't accept paper. We all have so much paper to throw away! I would like to know where to recycle it
besides the dumpster in the art department!

None

no

No

Any additional thoughts/comments?

it's nice to see that it matters to SDSU

None. Thank you!

Nope

although sustainability isn't detrimental to my life I do believe it is important to make contributions to make the world a better place

I didn't know any of the selections on Q21, but it required that I select one to submit.

BCB coﬀee and Starbucks should give some discount for those who have reusable tumblers

no :)

none!

na

nope

N/A

None

Less plastic will help a lot

Nope

No

No

Share how Master students can hear and learn more about the programs/resources, information related to sustainability on campus.

n/a

I want to be clear on what you can and cannot recycle

poor communities will be forced to change before higher income communities

No

N/A

Im ﬁne with a class teaching sustainability, but i dont want any more GE requirements. I would only take it if it fulﬁlled one of my current requirements

No

Any additional thoughts/comments?

N/a

None

Green stuﬀ is cool

No :)

Using locally sourced products reduces green house gas emissions from shipping and supports local businesses. I would like to see more locally sourced
produce and restaurants on campus instead of huge chain restaurants.

Less single use plastic use on campus.

N/A

No

No

n/a

Everyone keeps going to the importance of single use plastics but we never talk about how quality in our items are constantly falling and planned
obsolesnce is an actual issue that causes serious enviromental risks. We don't talk about quality items that could prevent single use or cheap items,
which can prevent the carbon/waste footprint.

Improving the shop rag system would make art classes more sustainable

I want feedback on my wrong answers

Incorporating and raising awareness on environmental justice issues. SDSU sources materials more fairly and ethically making it a priority to consider
ethically buying practices.

no

United States

n/a

N/A

N/A

There should be a service for renting bikes on campus

na

N/A

List explicitly what should be recycled/what should not

Any additional thoughts/comments?

no :)

I really love the green week and things like it that allow me to ﬁnd ways to get involved with sustainability on campus

No :)

We’re going a good job being green

No

None

N/A

none at the moment

The business school really needs to incorporate sustainability and climate change into their courses. It's unethical to take about proﬁt and capitalism
without talking about the environmental eﬀects. Prof. Showghi does a great job of talking about corporate responsibility!

We need more electric vehicle charging stations. Especially in every parking lot

N/A

Thank you and please continue promoting the progress of our environment.

Reducing the amount of paper textbooks and paper packets professors require for materials should be reduced.

no

None

Using the compost in the compost bins instead of throwing it away.

none

The ﬂeet of gas-powered vehicles on campus needs to be steadily replaced by EVs.

None

Thank you and i hope for a world that cares about all of these so we can save it. we are only citizens on earth and need to protect it for future.

Nope

Thank you for this initiative!

Maybe implement BYO containers at restaurants. & at the market make sure the grab to go items are using compostable materials instead of plastic

N/A

Any additional thoughts/comments?

More signs that educate people walking by

N/A

No

No thanks

As a freshman on campus and doing all of my eating via meal plan, I ﬁnd it hard to avoid one time use plates, containers and silverware at most of the
dining options. I would like to see the campus get as free from one-time use plastics as possible, and absolutely no styrofoam.

None

It may be good to provide a direct incentive to students who are more sustainable

I love the idea of more gardens. I enjoy being surrounded by nature. I wish there were more sustainability activities in my campus

Add Sdsu.se@gmail.com to your newsletter

I think SDSU should reduce its use of plastics that are not reusable.

N/a

Greenfest seems like an amazing organization that I had wished I joined

Nope

No

When thinking sustainable, please consider the impact on the disabled community and consult with them ﬁrst. Do not shame people for things like pads,
diapers, straws, that they need for their medical condition or disability.

More green activitys

Nope

No

No

no

No

I think that making more bike lanes would promote less cats around campus.

No

Any additional thoughts/comments?

Go green

sustainability is important

I think this survey alone will help individuals become more aware of their impact on the environment

No

Super excited to continue to see new changes implemented to the SDSU campus

United States

buses fare

n/a

N/A

No

Glad that sustainability is being incorporated into our campus curriculum/ culture.

no

Nope

N/A

N/A

More promotion of MTS/trolley and any related cost reduction policies are the area the school is lacking the most.

no

No

No

Restaurants using environmental friendly products

would be interested in learning more about this

SDSU should do everything in its power to inform the students on how to act more sustainable. Many people are unaware and more programs should be
FORCED to make students learn and change.

Nope

BERNIE 2020!

Any additional thoughts/comments?

no

n/a

N/A

Na

Have being sustainable more aﬀordable

N/A

Na

I believe SDSU is going in the right direction with sustainability practices and I hope they continue adopting more practices in the coming years.
Sustainability is a slow process but it is better that we are thinking about it now than later.

N/a.

None

nope

No

N/A

-

More bike lanes would be nice!

I think more near campus transportation like within a 1 mile radius would stop a lot of people from needing to drive to school as it's just too far to walk,
but easily could be ﬁxed by expanding the red and black shuttle. And also a bus to MBAC would be nice.

No

N/A

I never notices how green our campus was until i read this survey and realized that we do a lot to keep a sustainable campus.

N/A

No

Nothing else!

NO

Any additional thoughts/comments?

The campus should host more greenfest events.

nope

N/a

Changing transportation patterns (i.e. free MTS pass) would make a large diﬀerence in my behavior as a student of SDSU and a resident of San Diego.
Becoming zero waste would also be a huge accomplishment and goal I would want to participate in.

Change

give back more to the students

Sustanability is life.

No

Go green

I hope SDSU consider's more restaurants that cater to those with plant based diets.

SDSU seems to be making good decisions to date regarding sustainability but we can always do better

I think SDSU should deﬁnitely have a deal with reuse containers with all of the restaurants on campus. Even if it is just a discount on your meal. So many
to go bags and containers are used daily due to meal plan.

I think there should be some sustainability labs

none

Nah

None.

Sustainability is an important theme that should be better explored and invested into at SDSU

No

no

No

Every student should be taught in their ﬁrst day of class how to dispose of their waste in the appropriate bins in order to eﬀectively spread the message

Nope

Better water-wise appliances should be installed on campus

Any additional thoughts/comments?

Emphasize how SDSU students can vote for progressive climate/environmental policy

nope

N/A

SDSu should have cooperative endeavor

Sustainable energy is not the best way to do things. Solar panels cost more carbon being released than nuclear energy plus doesnt destroy the landscape
we are trying to save like wind energy. For the UK to be fully powered by solar, wind, and water powered energy they would have to cover 1/2 of the
open land and put a 1/4 mile of turbines around the whole coast. Nuclear or geothermal energy should be researched before using solar and wind

I would love to see less plastic. As a college student we care so much about convenience and less about something like zero waste because it’s too
“hard” or people “don’t have the time” if we switch out plastics at school students won’t have a choice and they be will be more likely to look into
sustainability.

We still have a long way to go, but I'm thankful for the sustainability advocates on campus for championing these initiatives!

No

shift some money in the university budget towards re-insulating major electrical lines in high-power-demand buildings.

No

None

No thank you

NA

no

No

Protect the planet at all costs!

n/a

This is a VITAL issue that should be at the forefront of all decisions made by the university. Also, why don't you promote composting?

No

I think it's really important to make sure that people know what SDSU is doing to make our world more sustainable and at the very least, make sure that
people know what everything means, for example, sustainability, environmental justice, etc.

no

THRIFT STORES ON CAMPUS AFFORDABLE CLOTHING AND FOOD FOR STUDENTS ON CAMPUS STOP RACKING UP THE PRICES ON CAMPUS

Any additional thoughts/comments?

n/a

Less construction on campus that’s not sustainably conscious

none

Would love for the idea of sustainability to be more-widespread, with more education on it.

No

no

It’s a complicated subject but students should be educated in how to take action in addition to discussing topics of sustainability.

no

No

None

no

n/a

I don’t have additional comments.

No

I'm trying to go zero waste but don't know how to start

Build new campus sustainably

Nope <3

No

None

no

Bring back bike/scooter-share programs!!

N/A

N/a

United States

Any additional thoughts/comments?

I’d like to know more about the sustainability-related organizations we have here on campus

I really enjoyed this survey

N/A

SDSU has a lot of great green resources.

No additional comments

N/A

N/A

None, thanks !

No

N/a

n/a

No comments

n/a

I’m glad this is available!

Nope

More aﬀordable electric car chargers around campus

N/A

I am proud of the initiative that SDSU is making in regards to creating a green-campus. I think that the more that sustainability information is accessible,
the more students and faculty will get more involved on campus and outside of campus.

no

n.a

Farmers market should have more vendors not just food trucks

no

Go green! Go Aztecs!

No.

Any additional thoughts/comments?

No

no

United States

No

No

More compositing in dorms

N/a

None

no

No further comments

We should encourage bringing reusable utensils and reducing plastic ones by oﬀering a small discount to campus meals.

nope

No

No

No

no

No

N/A

no!

N/A

Nahh

None

N/A

N/A

Any additional thoughts/comments?

An on campus thrift store would be amazing!!

N/A

I wish the restaurants on campus didn’t give us food in single use containers.

I appreciate that our university is playing it’s part in helping our planet stay green especially at a time when change is crucial to the survival of our planet.

Not familiar with any sustainability orgs on campus, but was forced to give an answer.

No

United States

How can I get more involved in these sustainability programs on campus?

No

n/a

N/a

no

N/a

None

No

should be a required awareness

We need more programs and clubs that actually make an impact on this campus and make real change

Nope

na

N/A

I think there needs to be more sustainability actions made that everyone can get behind. There are some sustainability actions that not many people
want to or have the abillity to get behind so i think the ﬁrst step is ﬁnding innitiatives that more people can be included in.

I would like a hydroﬂask.

N/A

Add more water ﬁlling stations

Any additional thoughts/comments?

None

N/a

As an environmental science major and member of (potential) member of Epsilon Eta, I believe SDSU's environmental practices are paramount to student
satisfaction with campus policies as well as our responsibility to protect the environment.

none

No

no

No

Sustainability is extremely important for the planet and our future. Thank you for spreading the message!

Not at this time.

no

Since coming to Sdsu I have become so much more aware of sustainability and have changed my life to be more eco friendly. I am vegan now for
sustainable reasons for the environment and my own health. I only try to eat at restaurants that I know sustainably source their foods and products. I am
a huge advocate for my friends to be more sustainable as well

None

Mts passes should be free or cost less

no

no

No

Ban all the plastic straws

I think a lot of green programs and climate activists are going in the wrong direction In their endeavors. People need to be incentivized to pursue eco
friendly habits. I think organizations should focus more on how to make it in citizen’s interest to pursue these methods, as opposed to simply asking
them to be eco friendly out of the good of their hearts.

N/a

Overall, I don’t know much about sustainability but the way I get most informed is through email announcements so if emails about it were sent out, I’d
be more likely to read and learn more

Deﬁnitely am for a campus thrift store

nope

Any additional thoughts/comments?

Thank you for the informative survey

N/A

Who are you guys having for the greenfest concert?

Nope

No

Sustainability is deﬁnitely a way to make full use of our sources

Nop

Encorporating degraable materials at the Aztec Market.

No

na

An on campus thrift store is a great idea!

n/a

N/a

more water bottle ﬁlling stations!

N/A

n/a

n/a

Great survey I learned a lot about the enviroment substaInabillity here at San Diego State University.

thanks

n/a

No

Less traﬃc

Sustainability scholarships

More solar panels!

Any additional thoughts/comments?

I am too working toward a more sustainable lifestyle and it’s nice to see the changes SDSU is implementing.

N/A

United States

Nope

No

NA

no

More thtough pictures on top of trash and recycle bins

None

N/a

keep up the good work

No

I think this is great for improving sustainability at SDSU

All my questions were answered through the quiz

Not at this time.

Love that you are taking all these surveys into consideration.

I think it is important to take action to protect the environment now

None

When freshmen are forced to be on meal plan, dont make every single meal have a ridiculous amount of waste. One speciﬁc example is at utk,
particularly with the fruit cups

no

no

I hope that this includes the imperial valley campus as well

Less single use plastics on campus!!! Signs for waste on the Starbucks trash cans

Any additional thoughts/comments?

The utensils available on campus are not sustainable and adding an additional fee to them is not ththe solution. There are biodegradable utensils
commercially available. Please look into those.

Thanks for teaching me something new!

N/A

Nope!

Plastic forks in the market?? Take em away

No

NA

I never heard of associations that support sustainability

None

None.

The schools restaurants should start allowing students to use their own containers to reduce waste

Nope! :)

None

None

None

No

I don’t have any

I think it would be a good idea to send emails about sustainability related topics.

No additional thoughts/comments.

Price reduction on MTS pass

No

Q21 wouldn't let me check none but I haven't heard of any of the listed organizations

No

Have signs above receives that says what can be recycled.

Any additional thoughts/comments?

More big scale recycling events where students can’t bring in their materials

No

n/a

Using the MTS for anything more than going to Fashion Valley is unrealistic as the transite system (bus and trolley) are really bad as far as public
transportation systems go, compared to the ones of other cities, both in price and reach/destinations

We should really push for a more green campus

no

No

N/A

n/a

The cafeteria and stores oﬀer lots of waste, even sauce packets could do better in a big container to cut plastic sauce packets out of the equation

please make mts passes free for students

Not many bikes are used on campus so I don’t think they are necessary

There is no planet B

N/a

I love the initiatives SDSU has worked toward and the growth the campus has made toward being more sustainable.

Nope

Thank you very much for taking initiatives and survey for keeping our environments and campus surrounding healthy. Have a great day!

Nope!

Many people do not know much about this subject

N/a

no

nonen

no

Any additional thoughts/comments?

No

N/A

No

Nope

No :)

n/a

nope

nope

No. Thank you

No

yes, thrifting clothes instead of purchasing new clothes helps the environment by curving the demand for new clothes which the climate erosion caused
by cloth manufacturing but I dont think a thirft store on campus would be a good use of CSU funds which is why I checked all boxes on q28 except that
one.

n/a

Nope :)

I don't think all classes can have principles of sustainability.

None

make it easier, and cheaper for students to reduce their impact

none

I would like to see envirnmental issues being addressed on a cross-dicipline basis. For example: Students of architecture partnering with engineering and
biological sciences to create innovative green energy buildings.

No

no

No

Students need to be educated more on sustainability and issues with climate change and pollution.

N/A

Any additional thoughts/comments?

Na

None

Thank you for this :)

N/A

I’d love to see more charging stations that are closer to campus and/or at least 4 in the main parking structures aka PS 1 as well as PS12 which has
unmarked EV stations so they’re occupied by non EVs

SDSU IS SUSTAINABILITY

N/A

None I love this!

Great survey.

No

No

Thank you for doing this

N/a

Waste management

no thank you

None

making sustainability and important theme throughout all departments in the school

I hope that we can help towards a better future

Educate more people on this problems

Nope :)

United States

No

No

no

Any additional thoughts/comments?

On campus residents should be rewarded for using less than their cap on water/power consumption to promote only using what is needed instead of what
is allowed.

No

N/A

No thank you

No

an open garden where we can have animals play would be nice to see. Since the ﬁeld by calpulli is now turf.

Thank you for making this survey !

Keep spreading the word on sustainability on campus!

NA

No

I am looking forward to more sustainability related events on campus!

as an environmental science major, i think this survey is awesome! hope this leads to better practices!

great survey!

United States

N/A

N/a

We need to stop the use of all single use plastics from SDSU restaurants.

N/a

Ban single-use plastic cups on campus please

Thank you for your eﬀorts in caring about the environment

you could promote the use of reusable food containers and utensils by giving a place to wash the dish within cafeterias

No

No

Any additional thoughts/comments?

I think SDSU is moving forward in a positive direction towards a greener future and I genuinely appreciate the eﬀorts. It shows the school is aware of
these issues and how passionate the student body is about environmental health. Please continue the great work!

no comment

Free charging for EV. we can't aﬀord it!

/

No

Incorporating as many partners or stakeholders on campus including departments that may not seem to be related to sustainability would increase buy in
and potential ideas

NA

No

No

I'd like to see more vegetarian options on campus

N/A

Thank you for your impacts!

no

No

No

elevate the sustainability oﬃcer to a more powerful position!

N/A

I love sustainability!

n/a

No

It would be great if SDSU students decreased the use of cars and relied more on cycling or other methods of transportation.

NA

More awareness

Any additional thoughts/comments?

Ready to make a change!

No

N/A

No

N/a

n/a

N/A

Thank you for your eﬀorts!

N/A

Nope :)

I fully support subsidizing student transit passes! During my undergrad at UCSD, I had a free transit sticker and it really changed my behavior, even after
I graduated. The program was hugely popular among students and staﬀ. While at UCSD it was the norm, I have yet to meet another student at SDSU
who has bought the discounted student pass.

No

No

Na

On campus thrift store sounds amazing

if there is a will there is a way

No

NA

No

SDSU is heading in the right direction but isn’t there yet

No

N/A

n/a

Any additional thoughts/comments?

No

no

This has made me more aware of how green SDSU campus can be.

Nope

NA

No

I didn't like that I was forced to answer all the questions when I had no answer for some.

nil

No

no

I'd like to be involved in sustainability programs

None

N/A

A janitor told me all the recycling and garbage on campus gets mixed up and goes to the same place. Yikes!

N/A

n/a

Very informative/Tried best to answer questions

no

None

A

no

I believe people should gain a further understanding of the scientiﬁc and engineering principles that govern sustainable energy sources such as Solar, as
to eliminate ignorance and promote an honest dialogue.

nope

No, would like an option to put “I don’t know”

Any additional thoughts/comments?

n/a

N/A

SC0 - Score
#

Field

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std Deviation

Variance

Count

1

Score

0.00

48.00

29.61

5.35

28.60

1,378

End of Report

